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Summary
In order to support user-managed synchronization of structured data, units of data have
to be identified which can be synchronized from a source dataset to a destination dataset.
From these units of data, the user selects those that the system must actually synchronize.
At Quinity, both datasets for user-managed synchronization are stored in relational database
management systems. Both datasets are subject to the same database schemas, but they
are stored at different, physically separated locations. In this context, a syncable unit of data
is a smallest set of rows from - in usual cases - different tables. As the only dataset that
can change by the synchronization, the destination dataset must maintain its referential
integrity; rows that must be synchronized along for this are part of the syncable unit of
data.
This master project focuses on finding efficient solutions to determine such syncable units
of data. Effort is put into making solutions as generic as possible to provide reusability;
solutions are formulated into so-called performance patterns.
On the highest level, the developed solution comprises three steps: First, it determines the
approach which tells which data must be shipped over the network and in which manner.
Then, by using this approach, it compares all pairs of corresponding tables to determine all
rows that are different. Finally, it builds a dependency structure on all different rows; from
this structure, syncable units of data can be read.
The developed solution is implemented by a prototype which performs significantly better than existing solutions for investigated cases. By gathering measurements of selected
situations, the effects of a wide range of variables are known.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
This master thesis is part of a master project. The project entails research regarding the
development of efficient solutions on behalf of data synchronization. This research is hosted
by Quinity BV.
This research is about determining which units of data can be synchronized from one dataset
to another. The datasets are similarly schemed, but stored in two different, separated
relational database management systems (RDBMS). Additional complexities exist as data
exclusively present at the destination database could be dependent on the dataset. This
research focuses of finding time efficient solutions to this problem. Such a solution should
also be sufficiently generic to apply over a large range of structures in the relational model.
Developed solutions are implemented and tested on existing cases for verification.
Design machine

Production machine

Synchronization

Figure 1.1: Determining syncable units of data in separated RDBMS.
This thesis reports the results of the research. This first chapter gives a detailed description
of the context of this research: Descriptions of the research problems are found in section 1.1
and 1.2. Explanations of relevant and related concepts are found in sections 1.2 to 1.5.
Section 1.6 lists the purpose of this project along with the research questions. The structure
of the rest of this thesis is found in section 1.7.
1
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1.1

Context

Quinity BV, a provider for eBusiness solutions based in The Netherlands, makes heavy
use of databases to support business functions of its customers. Abstract elements that
support these functions, commonly called ‘business objects’, are repeatedly used by Quinity’s
flagship product ‘Quinity Insurance Solution’ (QIS) which provides an integrated solution for
insurance companies. In this context, business objects such as insurance products, policies,
customers and intermediaries, are modeled in an information system to represent their real
world equivalents.
Important parts of QIS are the ‘product definition system’ and the ‘form definition system’.
• The ‘product definition system’ is used by designers to create - or ‘define’ - insurance
products within the information system. For example, an insurance company could
sell a variety of insurance products such as different health or car insurances. For
instance, one type of car insurance could fully cover damages to the insured car in
case of theft, while another product could only cover damages to third parties in case
of an accident. The product definition system provides a flexible way to define the
different kinds of insurance products. Note that the word ‘definition’ originates from
what is actually done by the product designer; defining.
• The ‘form definition system’ provides a powerful and flexible way for defining forms
to use on the world wide web. Ultimately, such a form will be filled by a number
of end-users. The manner in which forms are defined is much like in the product
definition system. More details on form definitions, along with a screenshot of an
example form, are provided in section 1.2.1.
Along with other parts of QIS, the product and form definition systems are inter-related
such that end-users could, for example, place new orders for products defined in the product
definition system through a web form defined in the form definition system.
The business objects that QIS depends upon are represented by a fixed collection of tables in
a RDBMS. These tables contain the actual information that define the various products, thus
it is essential to insurance companies that this information is correct. Any change in these
tables at any time should thus be properly tested. As such, different environments for design,
test and production are often present. In the design environment, a designer can make
changes to product definitions (e.g. for adding, updating or deleting products). Ultimately,
the designer wants to put some of these changes “in production”, by synchronizing (or
‘propagating’) these changes to the production environment. To keep things simple for the
designer, he can only choose to synchronize separate product definitions as a whole, which
range over multiple tables.
Synchronizing product definitions is an instance of the more general problem that will be
addressed: This research is about determining units of data that can be synchronized
between separate RDBMS.
The problem with synchronization
One of the problems that lie within this synchronization process is the large amount of time
it takes to determine the differences. This seems to be mostly due to the complexity of
properly handling the underlying structure of the entities. Merely comparing rows between
2
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entities is insufficient as relevant rows can depend on other rows in other entities. These
structures have to be taken into account.
There are three major aspects that are of interest for this research. In this introduction,
these aspects are elaborated in more detail.
• Section 1.2 is about data synchronization and the two main problems that this research addresses: ‘Definition Synchronization’ (1.2.1) and ‘Incremental Data Migration’ (1.2.3).
• Section 1.3 will give a brief overview of distributed databases and will describe the
relevance of this research within the concept of it.
• In section 1.4, the concept of performance patterns will be explained briefly along
with the way it will be used in this research.
An outline of aspects that have a minor role in this research is given in section 1.5.

1.2

Data synchronization

Synchronization is a broad concept with numerous applications in different domains. One
can think of data synchronization as the actions that must be performed to make two sets of
data equal. For this research, both sets of data are stored as rows in tables in two RDBMS,
both at different locations. Furthermore, it is required that synchronizing data from a
source RDBMS to a destination RDBMS leaves the destination RDBMS in a consistent
state. For this consistency, the focus lies on keeping references between rows valid (i.e. no
row references a non-existing row).
Data modeling of classes (or ‘entities’) such as the product class, form class or any other
class of business object is achieved by adhering to existing conventions at Quinity. Most
importantly, an entity is represented in a RDBMS by:
1. A ‘main’ table.
2. Zero or more ‘attributive’ tables.
At Quinity, each of these tables are exclusive to only one entity. An instance of an entity
- or an ‘entity instance’ - consists of one row from a main table and possibly a collection
of rows from each attributive table. Depending on the exact setting, instances of some
specific entities can be synchronized (e.g. form definitions).
Definition 1 (Attributive table) At Quinity, an attributive table A is a table with unique
key KA for which another table M with unique key KM exists such that KA ⊃ KM and
KA contains KM as foreign key. Table A is considered to be attributive to B.
Main and attributive tables
Attributive tables are used to represent data whose meaning depends on data represented
in another table, called the ‘main table’. Rows in an attributive table, called ‘attributive
rows’, have no meaning without the corresponding ‘main row’ from the main table. For
implementing this type of one-to-many relations in the relational model, attributive tables
come in handy. When a row from the main table is deleted, all referencing rows from
Introduction
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attributive tables must be deleted along to preserve a consistent database. An example
situation is given in figure 1.2.
Question

Form
formId
attribute F1
...
attribute Fn



◦o

formId [FK]
questionId
attribute Q1
...
attribute Qm

Figure 1.2: Example entity-relationship diagram using crow’s foot notation: Table
Question is attributive to table F orm. Both tables store definitions. This situation implies
that a form definition has zero or more question definitions and every question definition
belongs to exactly one form definition. For the primary key, arbitrary unique identifiers are
used; such application-independent values are commonly known as ‘surrogates’.
Note that Definition Synchronization will be regarded as the main problem in this research
for which efficient solutions are developed. Effort is put into reusing the solutions for the
problem of Incremental Data Migration. A more detailed overview of the cases and their
relations toward the development of solutions is found in section 1.2.4.
1.2.1

Definition Synchronization

For the problem of Definition Synchronization, changed ‘definitions’ are to be synchronized
from the RDBMS in the design environment to the RDBMS in a production environment.1
A network is present that gives the possibility for both RDBMS to communicate with each
other.
For this problem, definitions are defined as entity instances from entities that specifically
store definitions, such as form or product definitions. Note that the set of entities (i.e.
main and attributive tables) for which instances can be synchronized is fixed and known in
advance. The synchronization of definitions consists of three major steps, from which the
first is of interest for this research:
1. Determining syncable units of data This first step entails determining groups of
rows which can be synchronized together. Such a syncable unit of data consists of
all changed rows of a specific entity instance and additional rows on which the entity
instance is dependent. For example, if a form definition has been inserted which uses
data from a product definition that is inserted as well, merely synchronizing the form
definition is not possible due to the dependency. Therefore, the required data from
the inserted product definition must be synchronized along.
While determining syncable units of data, the system should also keep track of the
type of difference for each row. From the type of difference, the system can determine
which operation must be used to synchronize a row (e.g. an insert operation).
1 For

4

a generalization of the problem at hand, the term ‘data propagation’ could be more familiar.
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2. Selecting instances From the set of entity instances that can be synchronized, the
designer selects those instances that are to be synchronized. This step does not add
any complexity to the computational problem.
3. Executing changes In this final step, the appropriate changes are executed at the
destination database in order to synchronize the selected set of entity instances between the source and destination database. At this stage, the types of differences
are already determined for the data, so the required insert, update and delete statements can be directly generated. Only when executed together, these statements are
guaranteed to leave the destination database in a consistent state. Note that it is
assumed that no changes to source tables take place in the mean time; as new insurance products and form definitions are not created very often, this assumption seems
reasonable. Otherwise, a transaction would be required, that adds its own impact on
performance.
Efficiently determining units of data which can be synchronized (the first step) is where the
focus of this problem lies. The other two steps are outside of the scope for this research,
but are nonetheless mentioned to give a better understanding of the context.
It will be assumed that content of involved tables at the production environment can only
be changed by the synchronization process. Furthermore, it is assumed for any production
environment that synchronization will always take place with the same design environment.
The performance problem
At Quinity, the main performance problem of Definition Synchronization is encountered
while determining the set of different instances between similar entities in different databases.
Such entities are used repeatedly in the form and product definition systems of QIS. For
some entities, such as the form definition entity, determining the changed instances takes
a time in the order of minutes for certain cases using Quinity’s already existing solution.
Minimizing the time designers have to wait for all results is one of the purposes of this
research for Quinity.
Difficulties with maintaining consistency
To illustrate the difficulties with maintaining database consistency after synchronization,
an example will be used (for the data model, one may wish to look ahead at figure 1.8).
Suppose that there exists a form definition instance (see case 1.3 for terminology). This form
definition is directly and/or indirectly dependent on numerous questions from a question
entity. Now, suppose a designer defined some new forms, questions, lists, etc. Furthermore,
he also deleted a few of these definitions. The designer now wants to select some of these
changes and synchronize them to the production environment. A couple of difficulties could
arise that have to be dealt with. These include:
• The deletion of a form definition could have left the design environment in a consistent
state, but this same deletion could very well lead to inconsistencies in the production environment. This possible inconsistency is due to the fact that the production
environment is where customers’ filled-out forms, such as those of the deleted form
definition, are stored. Foreign key constraints could therefore be violated. Such a
situation is depicted in figure 1.4.
Introduction
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Case 1.3: Form definition, filled-out form...
It is not easy to distinguish some of the terms inherent to the cases. Different entities form definition and filled-out form are existent, each with a completely different
purpose:
• The form definition entity stores the different types of ‘blank’ forms in the
system. Such ‘blank’ forms are created by designers. An example of a ‘blank’
form is a form for registering a claim or a form to request the purchase of a
product. Such a ‘blank’ form is called a form definition instance or simply a
form definition.
• The filled-out form entity stores data submitted by end-users for specific form
definition instances. An example is an arbitrary customer request for purchase of
a specific product. Such a piece of submitted end-user data is called a filled-out
form instance or simply a filled-out form.
Note that form definition instances can be considered as being the metadata which
describes filled-out form instances.

Design
environment

form
definition


filled-out
 form 1 
t
tt
t
t
tt
ytt


form o
filled-out
definitioneJ
 form 2 
JJ
JJ
JJ
JJ


filled-out
 form 3 

Production
environment



Figure 1.4: Example: Deleting a form definition. Note that external references could still
be in place.

• For a new form definition which should be inserted, there is a list of questions that
the form definition uses. (Consider the example situation from figure 1.2.) Possibly,
some of these questions are chosen not to be synchronized along. Again, this would
lead to the violation of foreign key constraints on insertion. Figure 1.5 depicts an
example situation.
• When comparing a form definition that is present at both locations (e.g. based on
a similar primary key value) it is insufficient to merely compare the rows from the
main table. If there is a change to a referencing row in an attributive table, the form
definition is considered changed. Therefore, attributive tables must be checked as
well. An example situation is depicted in figure 1.6.
6
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question
s9
ss
s
s
s
ss
ss
s


form
/question
definitionM
MMM
MMM
MMM
 &
question

Design
environment

1.2


1

2

3


question
s9
ss
s
s
s
ss
ss
s


form
/
definitionM
MMM
MMM
MMM
 &
question

Production
environment


1


3

Figure 1.5: Example: Synchronizing an inserted form definition along with questions 1 and
3. Note that question 2 should have been synchronized along.
Design
environment



updated
form o
question 2
definitionfM
MMM 
MMM
MMM


question 3



question
s
sss
s
s
ss
sss
s
y



form o
question
definition

Production
environment


1

2

Figure 1.6: Example: Three changes to attributive rows (in this case question definitions)
of a form definition; an insert, an update and a delete.
Running example: Form definitions
During this thesis, the running example of form definitions will be used. From this section,
the reader should get a grip of the structure of such a form definition. From case 1.3, the
abstract nature of a form definition should be somewhat clear.
A form definition contains the necessary information to create presentable forms for use
on the world wide web. For the example, a form definition was created to gather the
information about persons and their favorite works. Consider the form in figure 1.7.
This form is built up from various questions. Questions are bundled in a ‘question group’
for convenience, for example the group “Personal data” contains questions that together
identify the person. Note that the question “Share your suggestions” is part of a special
question group that only contains this single question.
The simplifying assumption shall be made that every question group is exclusive to a specific
form definition. This means that table Group is an attributive table of F orm. For the
example, a similar assumption is made, namely that every question is exclusive to a question
group. Also, assume that all questions are entirely stored in a single table. This way,
Question can be regarded as an attributive table of Group. Note that Question is also
attributive to F orm due to the transitive property of attributive tables. Figure 1.8 depicts
the simplified situation of involved tables.
Introduction
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Figure 1.7: Example presentation of a form definition for gathering people’s favorite works.
The form contains eight separate questions in three question groups.

1.2.2

Towards solving Definition Synchronization

Since most part of this thesis is about Definition Synchronization, a brief heads-up is given
about the developed solution to prepare the reader. In algorithm 1, the global approach to
solve the problem is given. Every step in this global approach is thoroughly dealt with in
the coming chapters. As such, they will become more clear.
Algorithm 1: Global Approach
input : Tables S in source database DBS .
Tables D in destination database DBD .
Network N that connects DBS and DBD .
output: Data structure from which syncable units of data from S to D can be read.
1

Determine approach A which tells which data from DBS and DBD gets shipped over N
and in which manner.

2

Compare S with D to determine delta tables R, using approach A.

3

Return and build a dependency structure on rows in R.

Given the practical nature of this research problem, certain tools are needed to retrieve
data from both existing RDBMS. A querying language like ‘Structured Query Language’
(SQL) can be used to retrieve and combine data of interest from modern RDBMS. Also, an
external application like a Java application or a script in a RDBMS could be used on top
of SQL. The possibilities and limitations of this setup are described in this thesis.
Besides the practical point of view, the problem is also placed in a theoretical perspective.
While most theoretical aspects apply in practice, not all do due to the usage of existing
8
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Form

Group

Filled-out form

Question

Answer

Figure 1.8: Tables involved with form definitions. The tables left of the dashed line store
definitions, while tables to the right of the dashed line store filled-out data from end-users.

RDBMS: Some parts of the solution can be directly implemented in SQL and Java, while
others require the altering of the inside of the RDBMS itself for optimal effect.
1.2.3

Incremental Data Migration

Incremental Data Migration is the second main problem of interest for this research. Data
migration (or ‘data conversion’) is the process of migrating business objects from a (customer) legacy system to a RDBMS with a fixed schema. This problem serves as a case
for testing the reusability of solutions developed for Definition Synchronization. The general idea is that Incremental Data Migration is also about determining differences between
objects in different databases.
For this research, there is less focus on the problem of Incremental Data Migration compared
to the problem of Definition Synchronization. In section 1.2.4, the relation between the
solution for Definition Synchronization and instances of Incremental Data Migration will
become clear. However, the process of Incremental Data Migration has to be explained first
to understand the approach.
The process of Incremental Data Migration
To perform data migration, an extract from the legacy system is generated. This extract
is a snapshot of the source data that has to be migrated to the destination database over
a migration chain. Migrating this snapshot of source data could take quite a while (e.g. a
week) due to the large amount of data. As a result, the data in the legacy system could
be significantly changed by new inserts, updates and deletes. To cope with this, a new
snapshot of the source data is made where only differences with the previous snapshot are
to be migrated to the destination database. In turn, this could still take a while (e.g. a
day), requiring another snapshot and so on. This incremental process keeps going until an
acceptable small time frame during which the whole system is offline is possible after which
the legacy system is replaced.
Introduction
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In contrast to the destination database, the legacy source system is not assumed to be a
RDBMS. As such, relational concepts such as ‘tables’ and ‘rows’ can be nonexistent at the
source. Somewhere at the beginning of the migration chain, a translation to relational data
has to be made for storing the data in a RDBMS. Such a translation differs per case, but it
will be assumed that the translation is driven by the structure in the legacy system. As such,
the schema of the resulting translation RDBMS is (apart from some lucky cases) different
from that of the production RDBMS. For this research, the translation step itself is of no
direct concern, as is the physical separation between databases in any step. In figure 1.9,
the relevant aspects of data migration are depicted.
legacy
database

intermediate
RDBMS

production
RDBMS

t i:

Differences

t i+1 :

Figure 1.9: Incremental Data Migration. The migration chain goes from left to right, data
is translated between database schemas in different steps; starting from the legacy system
(by means of its extract), followed by one or more intermediate RDBMS (depicted by the
dashed line), ending at the production RDBMS. From top to bottom, two subsequent
increments over time are depicted; data already migrated at a previous increment gets
filtered as soon as possible by only migrating the differences in an early intermediate step.
The core of this problem is still about determining the difference of entity instances in a
relational database stored according to the same schema. An approach that is of interest
to Quinity, is to model the migration chain of new cases toward available solutions that
are known to perform well. Such a solution could result from similar problems, such as
Definition Synchronization.
Differences between sets of entity instances can be determined at various moments after the
translation step. At each step in the chain, the data models can be significantly different.
A change of a single data record in the source database can require multiple changes in the
target database. At intermediate steps in the migration chain, the amount of local changes
is also variable. For instance, adding an order line in a sales system can mean adding a
whole new order in a subsequent step. As such, the specific moment could be of influence
to the performance of the whole migration.
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Differences between Incremental Data Migration and Definition Synchronization
Despite the large similarities between Incremental Data Migration and Definition Synchronization, there are a number of differences. These include, but are not limited to, the
following:
• The total size of all data at the source database is much larger for Incremental Data
Migration compared to Definition Synchronization.
• For Incremental Data Migration, all data not present at the destination has to be
migrated instead of a manual selection by the designer at Definition Synchronization.
The fundamental differences in which solutions to both research problems are found are
elaborated in the next section.

1.2.4

Used method to find solutions

Definition Synchronization, the main problem of this research, is the only problem for which
a specific solution is developed. This solution is generic, such that it is applicable to multiple
cases that belong to the problem, such as the ‘form definition system’ and ‘product definition
system’. Reusability is one of the aspects that is used to determine the overall quality of
the solution. In section 1.4, the method on how to deal with reusability is elaborated in
more detail.
Also, certain parts of the solution are reused and applied to the problem of Incremental
Data Migration. It is investigated on which level of abstraction both problems are similar
such that a solution applies to both. In this study, only a single case of Incremental Data
Migration was used. However, the intention of including data migration in this research is
that, for future cases, the migration chain itself could be modeled toward available solutions.
Figure 1.10 depicts the explained structure.

Case: Form
definition system

Case: Product
definition system

/ Form definition
system solution
NN
NN
NN
&

Definition
Synchronization
solution
8
ppp
p
p
ppp
ppp

/ Product definition
system solution

Data
/ migration
instance

Figure 1.10: The used method of how the solution is developed from specific problems
and applied to different problems.
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Distributed databases

Since the eighties, a lot of research has been conducted on the concept of distributed
databases. A distributed database is formed by multiple databases which are logically
interrelated over a computer network [15]. A distributed database architecture has a number
of advantages over a single database architecture. This includes availability and reliability
of data.
A way to implement incremental synchronization of production data, is to use multiple
independent database systems. This setup has a number of additional costs. Apart from
the increase in overhead, a way of communication, which could be either direct or indirect,
has to be present. These costs depend on the properties of the communication channel.
A couple of assumptions will be made regarding the situation of databases on which this
research zooms in. These assumptions include:
• All databases are relational.
• There is one source database and at least one destination database. These databases
operate independent and serve different client applications.
• Both databases contain a set of tables with similar schemas between which data
synchronization can take place.
• Both databases are connected by an existing network (either physical or logical).
• The only possibility to extend the number of databases is by adding more destination
databases. Although this possibility is neither direct part of Definition Synchronization
nor Incremental Data Migration, it is included for possible future purposes.

1.4

Performance patterns

Reusability is a concept that is of great value for Quinity. One way of using existing solutions
for new problems is through the use of patterns. By using patterns, one can use a generic
solution for a range of problems and situations that, when abstracted enough, are essentially
the same.
A specific type of pattern, known as performance patterns has been developed [18]. The
concept of performance patterns is being used by Quinity to improve the process of software
development. At Quinity, research has been conducted on how to make use of performance
patterns for relational databases [14]. Performance patterns are used for documenting one or
more efficient generic solutions from existing performance problems to prevent reinventing a
similar solution when a similar problem occurs. From analyzing new performance problems,
it could be possible that existing performance patterns can be used to help solve the problem
in a generic manner.
Whether a solution has a good performance is up to discussion. For this research, it will
be assumed that for requests, good performance is achieved by a low response time and a
high amount of throughput. The definitions for these concepts are the same as those in the
used works on performance patterns [18][14].
12
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Definition 2 (Response time) “Response time is the time required to respond to a request. It may be the time required for a single transaction, or the end-to-end time for a
user task.”
Definition 3 (Throughput) “The throughput of a system is the number of requests that
can be processed in some specific time interval.”
By measuring and analyzing solutions for Definition Synchronization, a new performance
pattern is defined. The main purpose of this research however, is to solve performance
problems in the context of data synchronization. Formulating new performance patterns
from these solutions will be assumed to be a less formal step that will be taken in conclusion.
The purpose of this step is to provide some degree of formal reusability for the developed
solution.

1.5

Related aspects

Transaction management The ability to cope with transactions is an important feature
for database systems. By using transactions, one can be sure that databases remain
consistent by treating a transaction as a “unit of work”, even in case of failures. A
transaction manager makes sure that transactions are isolated from each other when
executed concurrently. Transactions are subject to the ‘ACID’ properties: atomicity,
consistency, isolation and durability [8].
For Definition Synchronization, one should also worry about a few of the above mentioned properties. This research treats both databases as if they are offline (i.e. do
not change by other processes) during the entire synchronization process. However,
in practice both the design and production databases stay online. Depending on the
type of changes and the specific moments thereof during the process, problems could
arise.
Proper handling of these degenerate cases is considered to be out of the scope for
this research. Typically, this is expected to be an open issue for which future research
is possible.
Object-relational mapping Storing business objects in a relational database is somewhat
problematic as the relational model has its limitations [11]. Direct translation of
these objects to the relational model is not always possible [2]. However, by using an
additional layer that handles the business logic, the desired effect can still be achieved.
Several techniques for mapping object classes to the relational model can be found
in existing literature. These include vertical partitioning, horizontal partitioning and
typed partitioning [1]. Resulting relational models have equal (business) meaning for
the related object classes.
A lot of research has been done on object-relational mapping to map object classes
to the relational model [1][3][19][23]. Such a mapping function does not suffice
to preserve the business meaning of business objects alone; the combination of the
mapping function with the business logic is needed. Alternatively, the idea of objectoriented database systems has been coined, which use can be beneficial for such
applications. However, relational database systems and SQL remain very popular [13].
Introduction
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Project purpose

For the problem of Definition Synchronization, the mapping is a given. The purpose
of this research is not to propose an alternative mapping. However, for future cases
of Incremental Data Migration, it could be possible that the mapping of objects from
the legacy system to the “first” RDBMS in the migration chain does get modeled
according to solutions that could result from this research.

1.6

Project purpose

This section lists the objective and research questions of this research. The different sub
questions will help in answering the main research question.

Objective
To identify, analyze and test efficient new solutions for combining data that can be synchronized between multiple relational databases and to make these solutions applicable to
a wide range of situations.

Research question
To what extent can efficient reusable solutions be defined for determining units of data
which can be synchronized, on behalf of data synchronizing, between two sets of entity
instances in separated relational databases?

Sub questions
1. How do queries over two relational databases differ from those over a single relational
database?
2. Which algorithms are useful, in terms of complexity and features, to retrieve or combine entity instances that are stored in relational databases?
3. To what extent can interesting structures in entity relations be identified that require custom solutions for determining syncable units of data between sets of entity
instances?
4. To what extent can efficient solutions, for determining syncable units of data between
sets of entity instances, be found?
5. Can efficient solutions, for determining syncable units of data between sets of entity
instances, be reused?

1.7

Research structure

The structure of this research is driven by the different steps of the developed solution for
Definition Synchronization. The three major steps of the solution are found in the global
approach, repeated below (originating from section 1.2.2). Every major step in the algorithm
entails many sub-steps, which will be elaborated in detail in their respective chapters.
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Algorithm 2: Global Approach
input : Tables S in source database DBS .
Tables D in destination database DBD .
Network N that connects DBS and DBD .
output: Data structure from which syncable units of data from S to D can be read.
1

Determine approach A which tells which data from DBS and DBD gets shipped over N
and in which manner.

2

Compare S with D to determine delta tables R, using approach A.

3

Return and build a dependency structure on rows in R.

The following chapters of this thesis are split as follows:
• First, knowledge about existing concepts and techniques which are relevant for the
rest of this thesis are presented in chapter two.
• The major part of this thesis is about the global approach, which describes the entire
developed solution. These solutions are presented in chapters three to five: Chapter
three is about comparison of entities, which covers the requirements for step 2 in the
global approach.
• Chapter four is about determining and dealing with dependencies on behalf of synchronizing rows which are output by the comparison process. This covers the requirements
for step 3 in the global approach.
• Chapter five is about approaches to effectively deal with separated databases. This
chapter covers the considerations to effectively deal with step 1 in the global approach.
• To put the developed solution to the test, experiments are performed from which
measurements are gathered. For this, a prototype is developed, which is presented in
chapter six, along with the results of the experiments.
• Results of reusing the solution for Incremental Data Migration - the other problem of
this research - are presented in chapter seven.
• As a final step, the possibility to formulate performance patterns from the developed
solutions are studied in chapter eight.
• The conclusion of this thesis is found in chapter nine.

Introduction
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Chapter 2

Preliminaries
This chapter lists a number of existing concepts and techniques which are relevant for
the rest of this thesis. The reader is assumed to have sufficient knowledge about concepts
involved with the relational model, including tables (relations), rows (tuples), fields, primary
keys, foreign keys and normal forms. Also, some expressions in the following chapters are
described in relational algebra; basic understanding thereof is advised.
Roughly the first half of this chapter (everything before section 2.5) serves the reader with
information to understand the process of a ‘zig-zag join’, which is required for the next
chapter. The latter half of this chapter is ultimately about ‘distributed query optimization’,
which serves as the basis for concepts in chapter 5.

2.1

Secondary storage

Costs of input/output (I/O) operations on secondary storage are known to overshadow
computational costs with regard to response times of database queries [8]. Therefore, computational costs can be safely ignored. In general, minimizing the amount of I/O operations
for applications using a centralized database brings significant performance boosts. The
latter often also holds for situations with multiple databases [12].

2.2

Indexes

Although scanning an entire table suffices to find a row in a table subject to some condition,
it does not perform well in general. Instead, an index could be used to search for specific
rows based on the condition in much less time. However, for the index to exist, it must
have been defined prior to the search.
The index is a data structure, often in the shape of a balanced tree, that stores key-pointer
pairs. The key can be defined on one or more attributes of the table on which the index is
built. This key is used for searching, as such it is often called the search key of the index.
The pointer that is associated with a key is used to locate the associating row in the table.
17
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Joins

To combine data from multiple tables, the join operator exists. A number of algorithms exist
that implement the join operator. Although the final results of each algorithm is similar,
their efficiency is not.
The main measures of how well a join algorithm performs are the amount of required
I/O’s and the required number of memory blocks [8]. A relatively simple join algorithm is
nested-loop join [8], which efficiency in terms of required I/O operations is dependent on
the number of memory blocks that are available. As tables can become very large in size,
the nested-loop join becomes inefficient in term of required I/O’s. Join algorithms that are
efficient in terms of required I/O’s for large data sets largely fall into three categories [8]:
• Sorting-based algorithms.
• Hash-based algorithms.
• Index-based algorithms.
The latter type of algorithms is based on the existence of an index at one or both tables.
The index must have its search key based on the join attributes. In general, index-based
algorithms are the best choice when the size of one of the tables is much smaller than the
other one [8].
When determining whether to use hash-based algorithms or sorting-based algorithms, the
conclusion is in general dependent on the specific setting: Hash-based algorithms can require less memory blocks, while sort-based algorithms can efficiently stack sorting-based
operations on the same data set (i.e. the sorted order can be preserved for other intermediate joins or end results). In general, when one (or even both) of the tables are already
sorted, a sorting-based algorithm is a good choice in theory [8]. However, optimizers in
modern RDBMS impose even tighter rules for choosing a sorting-based algorithm, due to
implementation details [4].
2.3.1

Zig-zag join

An important join algorithm for this research is the ‘zig-zag join’ (its concept is also known
as ‘balanced line’). The zig-zag join is a hybrid algorithm that is both sorting-based and
index-based. It is mostly similar to the last step of the conventional sort-join [8].
Suppose one wants to join table R with table S. The zig-zag join can be used when the
following conditions are met:
• Table R has an index on the join attributes.
• Table S has an index on the join attributes.
• Both these indexes are sorted. (For instance, a B-tree is a sorted index.)
When such indexes are in place, one can “walk through” the index in a sorted order (i.e.
from ‘low’ to ‘high’ values). With the zig-zag join, this happens for both indexes at the
same time. ‘Current’ values of both indexed are kept as close together as possible. These
current values are compared every step. Afterwards, the ‘smaller’ one(s) walk to the next
in order.
18
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This algorithm works best if the values in every index are unique for every row. If index
values can be the same, all matching combinations would have to be compared. This means
that the algorithm must walk back and forth in the indexes. In extreme cases, where most
index values are the same, using a nested-loop join could be necessary [8].
The zig-zag join guarantees finding all join results. Also, it only requires performing I/O’s
for those rows that actually join, plus those that are required to read the indexes. This
algorithm also requires just a few, fixed amount of memory blocks to be available.
Note that for disk-based databases, no join algorithm can exist that uses less I/O’s than
required for returning the join output. Assuming every index value is unique, the zig-zag
join only requires as much I/O’s as needed to build the output, plus those that are required
to read the indexes. The aspect that keeps the zig-zag join from being optimal are the
number of I/O’s that are needed to read the indexes; the exact number depends on the
implementation of the sorted index and whether it is kept in main memory. For a B-tree
in secondary storage, this aspect is expected to be minimal [8]. The zig-zag join shall be
regarded as being nearly optimal in terms of the number of I/O’s that are required when
index values are unique.

2.4

Query execution

The query optimizer in a centralized RDBMS determines the plan of how a query is executed.
The optimizer decides which algorithms are going to be used for which operations and in
which order. Algebraic rules are often used to optimize plans for which they are proven to be
better. However, there is often also a lot of uncertainty in place that can heavily influence
query performance. Therefore, an optimizer also combines different pieces of data, such
as heuristics (e.g. learned from previous queries) and statistics about the system (e.g. the
number of rows in a table) to come up with a ‘good’ query plan.
The optimizer could evaluate a large number of different plans for a single query. In fact, it is
known that computing the optimal plan is, in general, infeasible due to the large amount of
computations required. Instead, a query optimizer employs a best effort approach in practice
to limit the enumeration of different query plans. Interesting plans are often enumerated
according to a dynamic programming algorithm; uninteresting plans (i.e. those that are
determined or expected to be inferior to others) are pruned early on.

2.5

Distributed query optimization

In a distributed system with multiple databases, the number of interesting query plans
increases as there are additional factors that must be taken into account. No longer does
the cost of a plan merely depend on the used algorithms for query operations, which typically
have their costs for I/O and computations. Now, costs for shipping final results (and inbetween results) also come into play, as operations are computed at a specific location.
On the other hand, some operations from traditional centralized databases could now become less costly as some of them could be computed in parallel at different locations.
However, query optimization becomes even harder as for each operation it has to be determined at which location it can best be computed.
Preliminaries
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Generating good plans in a centralized system is considered hard. As such, any approach to
solve distributed query optimization should not be significantly harder. An approach that
aims for this property is ‘two-step optimization’ [12]. As the name suggests, the approach
comprises two steps:
1. Generate a plan for a query as if it was being executed in a centralized system. This
step is done at compile time.
2. Determine for every operation at which location it must be executed. Availability of
relevant data at a location is, among others, a factor that influences the determined
location. This step is done at run time.
If shipping costs are high, using this approach is undesirable because it could require more
shipping than necessary. This is a result of not taking data availability and its effects on
join ordering into account.
In the rest of this section, an overview of techniques on behalf of distributed query optimization is given.
2.5.1

Parallel computation

A benefit of having multiple database systems, is having the ability of using parallel computation for operations. This approach could improve response times as well as throughput
of queries to users over serial computation (as in a single system) by a factor of the number
of locations [8]. Note however, that this could lead to an increased consumption of other
resources (e.g. additional network traffic).
When parallel computation is used, parts of a plan that can be computed in parallel must
be identified. The availability of data at a location is of direct influence to the feasibility
of this approach. For each location that has the relevant data present, it is considered
whether it should do the operation. Also, the operations themselves can sometimes be
split into multiple substeps that can be executed in parallel, as is the case for various join
algorithms [16].
The possibility for parallel computations could be a factor that determines the result of step
two of the two-step optimization approach described above.
2.5.2

Blocking rows in network messages

To ship rows over a network, the costs can be minimized by shipping as much rows as
possible in each network message. This technique is called row blocking [12]. To guarantee
that only relevant rows are shipped, they can be stored in a buffer that is at least as large
as the message size. The content of the buffer is shipped over the network when the buffer
is sufficiently filled or no more rows have to be shipped. Waiting for a buffer to be filled
is of no significant influence to the performance, since such a single buffer is, in general,
much smaller in size than (intermediate) query results.
2.5.3

Semi-join programs

When costs for shipping messages over the network are relatively high (e.g. only little
network bandwidth is at hand), there is a higher priority to minimize this number of network
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messages. An approach that could help minimize network traffic is using a ‘semi-join
program’ which, to no surprise, makes use of semi-joins [12]. The main property of which
this approach makes use is as follows: When joining table A from a location with table B
from another location, it is not necessary to transfer either A or B in its entirety.
When calculating the join of A and B on attributes L at, for instance, A’s location, one
may only want to receive those rows from B that are relevant for the outcome of the join.
In general, however, it is impossible to know in advance whether a row from B joins with
a row from A when no information from A is provided. Therefore, first some information
from A is shipped to B’s location. This information consists of the projection on A on
only those attributes L that participate in the join conditions, thus no other attributes are
shipped at this point. Now, it can be determined by B which of its rows do not join with
A and, as such, can be filtered from the set of rows that is shipped to A.
The above approach can be achieved by using a semi-join at B. The approach makes use
of the following equation in relational algebra1 :
A 1 B = A 1 (B n πL (A))
Usage of this technique could save on the number of required network messages, denoted as
function msgs(). For the example of joining A and B at A’s location, semi-join programs
can be beneficial if the following condition holds:
msgs(B) > msgs(πL (A)) + msgs(B n πL (A))
Note however, that this approach adds a significant amount of computational overhead
that entails additional costs. Therefore, the application of this technique depends on the
used cost functions. In general, this approach is beneficial if the rows from B are large in
size [12].
2.5.4

Double-pipelined hash join

When joining two tables from different locations, it would be nice if it could be done in a
pipelined fashion. That is, the algorithm should produce join results as soon as it receives
rows over the network. With pipelining, join results can already be output before having
received all rows from the remote location. Not only would pipelining provide earlier first
results, but it can also decrease the entire response time of the join: Given a network
that is slow (relative to computational resources), it can be observed that most necessary
computations are likely to be completed at the time the last row is shipped over the network.
Conventional hash join algorithms are unsuitable for pipelining. As a result, the doublepipelined hash join algorithm has been developed [22][12]. It produces the same results as
conventional join algorithms, but does so pipelined. The algorithm works by maintaining
two, initially empty, hash tables; one for each argument of the join to store rows of the
other argument. As a row from the remote table arrives, it is hashed and joined with the
hash table of its own argument, which contains the rows from the other argument. Any
1 In relational algebra; 1 is the join operator, n is the left semi-join operator, π is the projection operator
through which only the given attributes are included in the result.
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combinations that pass the join conditions are part of the result and can be directly sent
to the output. Thereafter, the row is added to the appropriate hash table of the other
argument. The algorithm terminates when both argument tables have been fully processed.
The parallel nature of this algorithm makes it suitable for parallel computation, thus reducing
the response time of a query even more. Storing the hash tables in main memory can be
a possible problem as they grow as large as the argument tables. However, methods have
been developed to cope with this, such as flushing data to disk, thus requiring additional
I/O’s [9].
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Comparing Relational Datasets
This chapter is about the comparison of sets of relational data. The objective here is
to determine differences between tables in two relational databases. The result of such
a comparison is a set of differences between both databases. The differences themselves
will be stored in tables as well, called the ‘delta tables’. Comparing relational databases
is a fundamental step to solving the problem of Definition Synchronization. This chapter
is related to the second step in the global approach, repeated below (originating from
section 1.2.2). Note that aspects involving the network are left open until chapter 5.
Algorithm 3: Global Approach
input : Tables S in source database DBS .
Tables D in destination database DBD .
Network N that connects DBS and DBD .
output: Data structure from which syncable units of data from S to D can be read.
1

Determine approach A which tells which data from DBS and DBD gets shipped over N
and in which manner.

2

Compare tables S with D to determine delta tables R, using approach A.

3

Return and build a dependency structure on rows in R.

Determining whether F orm’s entity instances in the design environment differ from those
in the production environment results in a list of ‘changed’ entity instances. Determining
such differences between datasets is achieved by a comparison process.
By definition, comparing is an operation that takes two arguments. Analogously, this chapter focuses on a situation with only two databases. A comparison operation does not make
changes to any of its arguments, so an arbitrary database can be argument to different comparison operations (in any order). Also, comparing is based on a possibility that the given
arguments can be equal, else they would be different a priori. For comparing corresponding
tables in relational databases, it is assumed that the table schemas are equal.
In section 3.1, the comparison of corresponding tables is investigated. Section 3.2 is about
comparing two table rows. Comparing corresponding entities is elaborated in section 3.3.
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Comparing tables

To compare the content of two databases, it suffices to compare all their corresponding
tables. Database management aspects like indexes and statistics will not be compared, as
this is irrelevant to the output and beyond the scope of this research. Of course, it is allowed
that available indexes are used to help with the comparison.
Comparing two tables comes down to comparing the individual rows from both tables with
each other. When no two equal representations are found in both tables, a row is flagged as
‘changed’ which means it can be synced. Such changed rows are stored in so called ‘delta
tables’.
Definition 4 (Delta table) A table resulting from a comparison process between two similar schemed tables, containing rows that have no equal representations in both tables.
Suppose there exists a source table S that is to be compared with destination table D. A
naive approach to compare S with D is to compare all rows from S, one at a time, with
all rows from D. However, this naive approach requires much more row comparisons than
necessary. Instead of doing | S | · | D | row comparisons with the naive approach, only
min(| S |, | D |)) are required using an approach based on matching, as will be seen next.
To determine corresponding rows between S and D, a matching function can be used,
based on equality of unique key values. For clarification, when a table has a unique key
present, every row in that table has distinct values for that key. By using this approach,
one assumes that inequality with regard to the unique key value means inequality to the
row as a whole, which seems appropriate. For completeness, it is assumed that any unique
key used for matching is non-nullable. An important example of a non-nullable unique key
is the primary key.
Note that by using a matching function, every row in table S has at most one matching
row in table D and vice versa. This observation seems to be endorsed from the viewing
point of the research goal, as a row from D can be considered ‘in sync’ when a single equal
row in S is present.
Given the matching function, for row s ∈ S, there could exist a matching row d ∈ D and
vice versa. When d does not exist, there certainly is no equality between s and d. As such,
row s differs from the “non existing row” d. When d does exist, fields from both rows must
be compared.
The problem of Definition Synchronization
For Definition Synchronization, certain tables from the source are compared with their
respective tables from the destination. The lack of matches for rows at the source or
destination determines which rows are respectively inserted and deleted.
These conclusions can only be proven when key values (by which rows are matched) of new
row insertions are not recycled key values from previously deleted rows. Otherwise, when
values of the matching key are recycled, the system is unable to recognize both the insert
and the delete when they are synchronized at the same time. A similar problem arises when
a key value gets updates, as key values could be recycled in this manner.
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For Definition Synchronization, the primary key is the only unique key that is explicitly
present, so it will be used for the matching. By convention, ‘surrogates’ are used as primary
key values. These surrogates are arbitrary identifiers in the form of an integer; they are
unique, even over time. The surrogates are used in an immutable manner, which means
that updating their values is not permitted. Note that using surrogates prevents any primary
key value from being recycled. For example, the primary key of table F orm is f ormId,
which generated value for each insert in F orm is one higher than that of the previous insert.
It is possible that a surrogate consists of other surrogates, for example, the primary key of
table Group is (f ormId, groupId), which contains the surrogate f ormId. The source
database is responsible for a proper assignment of surrogate values.
3.1.1

Matching tables

The matching of all rows in two similar schemed tables can be determined by either of two
relational operations:
• A join can be executed on both tables with a condition that equates all pairs of values
of a chosen unique key. As relational tables have to be combined, a join seems to be
an appropriate approach. Since those rows from both tables that did not join are of
importance as well, a full outer join variant is necessary.
• Since both tables have similar schemes, a common set union also leads to the appropriate results. However, the set union can actually be regarded as a special case of
the above ‘full outer join’, where the unique key contains every attribute of the table.
However, similar attributes between both tables are merged into a single attribute in
the output, which discards important information about the origin of the data.
From both relational operators, the join will serve as the basis of the matching as it is the
general form, thus least restrictive.
For both the ‘form definition system’ and ‘product definition system’, an index is in place
for the primary key of every table.1 As the primary key value is unique for every row within
a given table, the values in the index are unique as well.
3.1.2

Zig-zag comparing

Due to the excellent properties of the zig-zag join, its application for comparing tables is
investigated. To actually support the comparison of corresponding tables S and D, the
zig-zag join algorithm is modified. The resulting algorithm that has been developed is the
ZZ-compare algorithm. This algorithm requires the following conditions:
• Table S and table D are sorted on the same unique key K.
• The key values of K are never recycled.
The second condition makes sure that inserts and deletes can be copied to the output
immediately. To satisfy the first condition, sorted indexes on the primary key can, in theory,
act as a hatch to directly retrieve respective rows in sorted order. In practice however, the
table data must be fetched from RDBMS by using queries. Whether an RDBMS does so
1 An

index on the primary key is common practice for any modern RDBMS.
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Algorithm 4: ZZ-compare
input : Tables S and D sorted on the same unique key.
output: Delta table containing rows that differ between S and D.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

rS ← pointer to first row of S
rD ← pointer to first row of D
while key-value(rS ) 6= ∅ and key-value(rD ) 6= ∅ do
if key-value(rS ) < key-value(rD ) then
copy-to-output(rS , INSERTED)
rS ← next(rS )
else if key-value(rS ) > key-value(rD ) then
copy-to-output(rD , DELETED)
rD ← next(rD )
else
if row(rS ) 6= row(rD ) then
copy-to-output(rS , UPDATED)
end
rS ← next(rS )
rD ← next(rD )
end
end
while key-value(rS ) 6= ∅ do
copy-to-output(rS , INSERTED)
rS ← next(rS )
end
while key-value(rD ) 6= ∅ do
copy-to-output(rD , DELETED)
rD ← next(rD )
end

using the indexes as a hatch is undefined. In any case, the queries should return rows in
sorted order. Or, in relational algebra: τK (S) and τK (D).
The ZZ-compare algorithm is given in algorithm 4. The algorithm makes use of the sorting
order when making calls to next(), which finds the next row. Another function is row(),
which fetches the actual row data needed to compare two rows with each other. The
function copy-to-output() returns output results as soon as possible.
Implementation of the full outer join
For optimal performance, an interesting property of ZZ-compare is that it also implements
the ‘full outer join’ aspect. In general, conventional join algorithms cannot be modified to
support the extra work required for full outer joins “in the same run”. However, conventional
join algorithms can, in general, be modified to support outer join variants that only output
non-matching rows from a single table (e.g. a ‘left outer join’) in a single run. Using these
properties, a full outer join can be simulated by splitting the operation in two separate
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runs [5]. This latter approach is often employed by modern RDBMS (e.g. DB2 version 9).
By modifying conventional join algorithms and imposing specific restrictions, the full outer
join can actually be executed in a single run:
• For the sort-join, the restriction is that the join predicates must be conjuncted together
(e.g. only subject to “ANDs” in SQL) and they must be based on equality [5]. Note
that the ZZ-compare algorithm has these restrictions embodied in its matching on
the unique key.
• For the hash-join, roughly the same restrictions as with the sort-join apply, although
they are somewhat less restrictive [10]. However, this approach requires access to
‘row identifiers’ which, in practice, are often inaccessible from modern RDBMS.

3.1.3

Example: ZZ-compare on main table Form

Consider the main table of form definitions F orm. This table is present at the source
database as well as at the destination database. Both tables are respectively passed as
parameters S and D to the ZZ-compare algorithm. The primary key will function as
unique key, so K = f ormId. Sorted indexes on f ormId are in place for tables S and D
to act as hatch for retrieving rows in sorted order. In figure 3.1, an example situation is
depicted.
source table S
Form
1
3
4
6
8
9

formId
9
1
4
8
3
6

destination table D
Form
formId
4
8
1
7
5

1
4
5
7
8

Figure 3.1: Example: Form definition’s main table from both the source and destination
database are argument to the ZZ-compare. For rows, only the primary key value is depicted.
The triangles represent B-tree indexes on the primary key of their respective table.
The algorithm walks through S and D at the same time in ascending order. The algorithm
notices that key value 1 is present at both databases, therefore an additional check must be
performed as will be described in section 3.2. After value 1 is dealt with, possibly resulting
in output of an updated row rS , both tables go to their next row. Now, rS ’s key value (3) is
found to be less than rD ’s key value (4), the algorithm copies rS as an inserted row to the
output. Now, only S goes to its next row, resulting in another row comparison, this time
for value 4. Afterwards, both tables go to their next rows yet again. Now, the algorithm
notices the lack of key value 5 at S, resulting in the output of rD as a row that is deleted
from S. Table D goes to its next row and the process continues until all output results are
found.
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3.1.4

Analysis of ZZ-compare

Finding the next row in order can be done in a single operation since the tables are sorted.
When a RDBMS has (the relevant part of) the sorted index stored in main memory, the
function does not need an I/O for this operation.
The algorithm walks through all rows of S and D in a single pass. This is minimal since
every row is potentially part of the output. Inserts and deletes are handled optimally since
they are determined as soon as no matching rows are found.
The only case where costs are not easily determined is at line 11, where it is determined
whether a row is updated or already in sync. Essentially, this case is about comparing two
given rows, which is the subject of the next section. In certain circumstances, fetching the
value of a specific attribute is sufficient to determine whether a row is updated or not. A
RDBMS could even store this attribute along in the index such that the call to row() does
not require its fetching from secondary storage.
Inherent to using indexes, some additional I/O’s could be required as elaborated in section 2.3.1. As such, adding an extra attribute to the index increases the number of blocks
needed to store the index.
Output - Data availability
In the implemented ZZ-compare in algorithm 4, output for a changed row is determined
by copy-to-output(). Simply returning ‘all’ row data brings other problems; specifically,
bringing more data together from separated databases results in more network costs. Such
costs can play a significant role in the entire performance of a solution.
During this research, several strategies have been identified that limit network costs under
certain conditions. These strategies determine the exact attributes that have to be output
for a given row from a given database. In a practical setting, this would add an extra
projection operator to the fetching query (e.g. for S, this would be something of the form
πL (τK (S)) where L is a list of attributes). Chapter 5 will go into full detail on this.
Output - I/O
The ZZ-compare is now analyzed from an I/O point of view. Note that one cannot use
less I/O’s than are required for a complete output of the algorithm. So, determining what
output is required will also determine the required I/O’s for function copy-to-output().
When each call to copy-to-output() and row() requires an I/O operation, there are
less advantages for using an index: Since each inserted or deleted row requires a call to
copy-to-output() and each updated or unchanged row requires a call to row(), an I/O
will be performed for each row in tables S and D.2 In this context, an index could still be
useful for:
• Retrieving rows from the table in sorted order, thus preventing a sort operation on
the table.
2 An updated row also requires a call to copy-to-output(), however, the required I/O can be cached from
the call to row().
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• Storing extra information to eliminate the necessity to perform certain I/O’s.
Note that by storing the table itself sorted on the unique key, the sort operation can also be
evaded. Modern RDBMS enable any table to store its rows sorted by defining a ’clustering
index’.

3.2

Comparing rows

When the key values of two rows are equal, other data from both rows must be compared.
In a regular database, the number of fields for each row is fixed. Also, for a given field,
the data type is fixed. For data types such as integer, string or just generic binary data,
common comparison operators are widely available.
In practice, a row is often dealt with in its entirety. For example, updating multiple fields
of the same row is easily achieved by a single basic SQL query. This research also focuses
on rows in its entirety; when comparing two rows, the question is whether they are either
equal or not.
A simple method to compare row a to row b is by iteratively comparing each of their
respective fields with each other. When a single difference is found for any field, the rows
are different.
An alternative method is to calculate large hash values3 h(a) and h(b) on the entire rows a
and b. Then, if h(a) and h(b) are equal, one can say with a high probability that a and b
are equal. This hashing approach can, in general, be beneficial for fault-tolerant systems
when hashes are already calculated (e.g. on insert and on update). Also important for
this research; when a and b are in different databases, hash values can lessen the required
amount of data communicated between the databases (an aspect elaborated in chapter 5).

3.2.1

Limiting field reads for row comparing

For the decision problem of determining whether there is a difference between two rows, a
heuristic approach is to check whether their most recent change differs. To support this,
a unique identifier for this change must be maintained for every row. This approach then
requires only a single field to be read, in contrast to reading all fields, which is costly for
large rows. Also, no hashing value needs to be calculated, which requires the entire row
data as input.
When the most recent changes are the same for two given rows, one cannot conclude that
the rows in its entirety are the same. For example, consider a common update to a single
field for both rows, in a state where at least two fields are already different. However, as
will be seen next, under specific conditions it can be proven that the rows in its entirety are
the same.
3 It is crucial that there is enough confidence that two similar hash values imply similar rows. Hash values
of 128-bit (e.g. used by hash algorithm MD5) are often considered to be safe.
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The problem of Definition Synchronization
For Definition Synchronization, one can make use of the convention to maintain the timestamp of the most recent change to every row in every table.4 Extra attributes are added to
the tables for this purpose. The resolution of the timestamp is high enough such that one
may assume that no two changes to the same row ever yield the same timestamp value.
Determining whether there is a difference between two rows simply means comparing the
timestamps of the most recent changes.
Both matched rows are equal if and only if their most recent change is equal. This statement
is based on the following properties of Definition Synchronization:
• The content of definition tables at the destination database only changes by synchronization with source database S.
• The synchronization process synchronizes all fields for two matched rows at that
time. (Note that this implies that the timestamp of the most recent change itself
is also synchronized along! Since synchronization technically ‘changes’ the row at
the destination, one could expect the timestamp to be updated to the time of the
synchronization. However, the definition tables at the destination database lack these
automated mechanics by design.)
The proof of the statement is split in two parts:
First, it is proven that when two matched rows are equal, their most recent changes are
equal as well. Suppose the opposite: The most recent changes are different, but the rows
are equal. Because the most recent change of a row is part of the row itself, the row as a
whole would be different as well. This leads to a contradiction.
Second, the “other direction” is proven, which states: If the most recent changes of two
matched rows are equal, then the rows themselves are equal. Again, suppose the opposite:
The two matched rows are different, but the most recent changes are equal. Since the
definition tables in the destination database are only changed by synchronization with source
database S, one can conclude that the most recent change at the destination row was set
by a certain synchronization event e0 . At the time e0 happened, all fields of the destination
row were synchronized with the matched row in S, thus making both rows equal at the time.
In any subsequent synchronization event e1 , the destination database is again synchronized
with source database S. Due to immutable primary key values, the row at the destination
is matched with the same row in S at e1 as it was matched with at e0 . Since the rows are
supposed to be different now, there must have been an update to the row in S after e0 took
place, however, this update would have triggered an update of the identifier for the most
recent change as well, leading to a different value. Again, this leads to a contradiction, thus
proving the statement.

3.3

Comparing entities

In a previous section it was investigated how to compare two matching tables. In this
section, it is investigated how to compare two matching entities which are collections of
tables at Quinity. Specifically, such a ‘collection of tables’ consist of a single main table and
4 The
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zero or more attributive tables used to store the entity instances of a specific entity (e.g.
form definitions in the form definition entity). Involved tables are exclusive to one entity.
Remember that in a subsequent step of the Definition Synchronization process, a designer
selects one or more entity instances which must be synchronized.
First it should be questioned on which level of detail one wants to be aware of differences
between two matching entity instances. Two major approaches are identified that are useful
from this research’s ultimate goal: Determining syncable units of data on behalf of data
synchronization.
• As with rows, one could merely be interested in whether an entity instance as a whole
is different or not.
For each row that an entity instance comprises, the previous method to compare rows
is applicable. However, one could take advantage of an interesting observation: As
soon as a single differing row of an entity instance is determined, the comparison of
any remaining row belonging to that entity instance can be skipped. The reason that
one may skip the remaining rows is that the answer is already determined; the entity
instance as a whole is different between both databases. This is true, regardless of
the order in which rows of the entity instance are compared.
Although the possibility to skip rows seems beneficial, there lies a difficulty in efficiently ignoring them. For this approach, one still wants to skip as much rows as
possible to prevent doing unnecessary I/O’s.
• Instead of regarding entity instances as smallest units which either differ or not, their
individual rows are regarded as such.
By doing so, one excludes the possibility to skip rows, as all of them must be compared.
Intuitively, this approach does “multiple” single row comparisons; each for every row
that the entity instance comprises.
On behalf of data synchronization, comparing all rows of an entity instance gives a
smallest set of rows that must be synchronized such that the entire entity instance
is synchronized. By determining this set of rows in an earlier stage, one avoids doing
similar operations later on, as would be necessary with the first approach, described
above. As a drawback, it could be the case that only very few (or even none) of the
changed entity instances are actually selected for synchronization.
The latter approach is what the developed solution of this research uses. The first approach
turns out to contain too few information to effectively determine syncable units of data.
However, the existing solution at Quinity, prior to this research, uses the first approach,
which is why it is included here.
Note that one could, for example, use ZZ-compare for every table of the form definition
entity. When doing so, one ends up with “just” the delta tables from main table F orm
and attributive tables Group and Question. Rows in F orm’s delta table can be directly
translated into selectable entity instances as the main rows contains all the information
required to present them. However, a row from Question does not have this required
information; its entity instance requires the appropriate data from the main row in F orm
(this row could be included in F orm’s delta table). To avoid costly searches to main rows,
involved rows can be compared in a smart order, as presented in the rest of this section.
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3.3.1

The zig-zag approach

Actually, the same approach as with the ZZ-compare algorithm can be made to compare
tables belonging to an entity. By using a zig-zag approach, all different entity instances of
the same entity are determined in a single run. Therefore, this approach is on the level of
multiple tables. The ZZ-compare algorithm is extended to cope with entity instances. The
extended algorithm works if the following conditions are met:
• All involved tables are sorted on their (entire) primary key.
• For every table, the primary key values are never recycled.
• For attributive tables, the inherited part of the primary key has the first ‘ordinal
position(s)’ in the list of attributes on which the table is sorted.
The first two conditions are similar to that of the original ZZ-compare.5 The third condition
makes sure that it is not necessary to ever walk back through any attributive table.
Example: Ordinal positions
An example situation to make the third condition with regard to ‘ordinal positions’ more
clear is as follows: Consider table Group with primary key P K = (f ormId, groupId),
since the table must be sorted on the entire primary key, the order can be either (f ormId,
groupId) or (groupId, f ormId).6 For this example, it shall be assumed that the sorting
is on (groupId, f ormId). Now, consider table Question which is attributive to Group
(as well as to F orm in the running example). A valid primary key of Question could, for
example, be P K = (questionId, f ormId, groupId). In this case, the ordering of the
attributes on which the table is sorted must start with (groupId, f ormId), so in this case
only (groupId, f ormId, questionId) is valid with respect to the third condition.
3.3.2

Zig-zag comparing with attributive tables

As with ZZ-compare, the extended algorithm will walk through rows in order and tries to
keep the current key value from source rows ‘as equal as possible’ to that of destination
rows.
Now, attributive tables are also taken into account at the same time. Their current key
values follow from the key value of the main table. Due to the condition on the ordinal
position, these key values are in order too.
The resulting algorithm is ZZ-compare-extended (algorithm 5). Lines originating from
ZZ-compare are grayed out. Note that this ZZ-compare-extended algorithm compares
all rows, thus no row skipping is used.

5 Actually, by specifically using the primary key as the unique key, the focus is put on the definition
system cases.
6 In general, any permutation is valid.
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Algorithm 5: ZZ-compare-extended (without row skipping)
input : Main tables S and D sorted on primary key.
output: Delta tables containing rows of the entity that differ between S and D and their
main rows.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42

S 0 ← non-transitive attributive tables of S, sorted on their primary key
D0 ← non-transitive attributive tables of D, sorted on their primary key
rS ← pointer to first row of S
rD ← pointer to first row of D
while key-value(rS ) 6= ∅ and key-value(rD ) 6= ∅ do
for s0 ∈ S 0 and d0 ∈ D0 such that s0 and d0 are similar tables do
s00 ← {x ∈ s0 | primary key value of x starts with key-value(rS )}
d00 ← {x ∈ d0 | primary key value of x starts with key-value(rD )}
ZZ-compare-extended(s00 , d00 )
end
if key-value(rS ) < key-value(rD ) then
copy-to-output(rS , INSERTED)
rS ← next(rS )
else if key-value(rS ) > key-value(rD ) then
copy-to-output(rD , DELETED)
rD ← next(rD )
else
if row(rS ) 6= row(rD ) then
copy-to-output(rS , UPDATED)
else if primary key value of the last outputted row starts with key-value(rS ) then
copy-to-output(rS , ATTRIBUTIVE ROW CHANGED)
end
end
rS ← next(rS )
rD ← next(rD )
end
while key-value(rS ) 6= ∅ do
for s0 ∈ S 0 do
s00 ← {x ∈ s0 | primary key value of x starts with key-value(rS )}
ZZ-compare-extended(s00 , ∅)
end
copy-to-output(rS , INSERTED)
rS ← next(rS )
end
while key-value(rD ) 6= ∅ do
for d0 ∈ D0 do
d00 ← {x ∈ d0 | primary key value of x starts with key-value(rD )}
ZZ-compare-extended(∅, d00 )
end
copy-to-output(rD , DELETED)
rD ← next(rD )
end
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3.3.3

Example: ZZ-compare-extended on the form definition entity

Consider the form definition entity with its main table F orm and attributive table Group.
These tables are present at the source database as well as at the destination database; their
F orm tables are passed as parameters S and D respectively to the ZZ-compare-extended
algorithm. In figure 3.2, an example situation is depicted.
source table S
Form
1
4

formId
4
1

Group
(1,1)
(1,3)
(4,1)
(4,2)
(4,3)
(4,4)

formId
4
1
4
4
1
4

groupId
4
1
1
3
3
2

destination table D
Form
formId
1
4

1
4

Group
formId
4
4
1
4
1
4

groupId
3
4
1
2
3
1

(1,1)
(1,3)
(4,1)
(4,2)
(4,3)
(4,4)

Figure 3.2: Example: Main table F orm and attributive table Group from both the source
and destination database.
Again, the algorithm walks through tables S and D at the same time. This time, the
algorithm also walks through the attributive tables at the same time. By doing so, attributive
rows are checked “in between” main rows, as can be seen from the example order below. In
the example situation, both form definition instances could be entirely similar. The sequence
in which rows are compared and thus are sent to the output when they are different is as
follows:
• Group: (1,1)
• Group: (1,3)
• Form: 1
• Group: (4,1)
• Group: (4,2)
• Group: (4,3)
• Group: (4,4)
• Form: 4
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Now also consider table Question, with primary key (f ormId, groupId, questionId),
which is attributive to table Group. Due to transitivity, Question can be regarded as a
‘transitive attributive table’ of F orm, however, the algorithm ignores such tables at lines 1
and 2. The recursive nature of the algorithm deals with rows from Question when rows of
table Group are compared.
Attributive rows from Question and their main row from Group are ordered in the same
manner as attributive rows from Group and their main row from F orm are ordered.7 For
example, consider several question rows with primary key values (1, 1, 1), (1, 1, 4), (1, 3, 1)
and (4, 2, 2), for simplicity, also assume they are unchanged. The sequence in which rows
are output when they are different is as follows:
• Question: (1,1,1)
• Question: (1,1,4)
• Group: (1,1)
• Question: (1,3,1)
• Group: (1,3)
• Form: 1
• Group: (4,1)
• Question: (4,2,2)
• Group: (4,2)
• Group: (4,3)
• Group: (4,4)
• Form: 4
3.3.4

Analysis of ZZ-compare-extended

The algorithm is mostly similar to ZZ-compare. The most important differences are the
additional handling of attributive tables (e.g. at lines 7 to 9). Here, ZZ-compare-extended
is used recursively for comparing parts of the attributive tables. As the algorithm switches
back and forth between tables, each involved table must keep track of its own ‘current’ row.
(Alternatively, views on the tables can be defined and materialized, but this is too costly.)
Without row skipping, all rows from all tables have to be compared. For the operation at
line 7 (and three similar lines), every attributive row for a ‘current’ main row must be found
in attributive table s0 (or d0 ). To efficiently find these rows, one just walks through s0 in
order, beginning at the ‘current’ row until one of the following stop conditions hold:
• A row is found that is not attributive to the ‘current’ main row.
• The ‘current’ row of s0 does not exist.
The method explained above finds every attributive row in s0 for a ‘current’ main row. This
statement can be concluded from the following observations:
7 Notice

that rows from Group can be ‘main rows’ and ‘attributive rows’ at the same time.
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• The main rows are walked through in order.
• The attributive rows in a table are walked through in the same order as the main row
(due to the ordinal positions).
• The ‘current’ row in any table has not yet been compared (or does not exist).
• All attributive rows of previous main rows are completely compared. (In case early
changes were found, some attributive rows could have been skipped instead of compared.)
So, as soon as an attributive row is found that does not belong to the ‘current’ main row,
the algorithm takes one step back in the recursion, toward the main table that is its root.
To make sure that the main row of a changed entity instance is included in its delta table,
the flag ‘attributive row changed’ is introduced to be able to include unchanged main rows
in the output (line 21). To merely present all selectable entity instances, only the main
rows in the respective delta table are required, thus eliminating costly searches.
When the algorithm terminates, it has walked through the index of every involved table at
most a single time. For every row, the same considerations as elaborated at the analysis
of ZZ-compare apply. These considerations were with regard to the implementation of
functions row() and copy-to-output().
Skipping rows
Suppose that one is only interested in the question whether an entity instance as a whole
is different or not. (Remember that this is not the case for the rest of this research!) As
stated earlier, this approach could enable the user to skip the comparison of numerous rows,
which could save I/O’s. While this optimization does not matter in the worst-case analysis,
it can significantly speed up comparison in specific situations.
For typical cases of Definition Synchronization, the average number of rows in an attributive
table is much larger than the average number of rows in a main table. Thus, when an entity
instance is already considered changed (either by the main row or another attributive row),
skipping any remaining rows in the attributive table can save a lot of work.
To actually skip the rows in attributive table s0 , two different solutions have been developed:
• All rows in s0 that would otherwise have been compared are still walked past, but the
actual comparing of the rows is skipped.
• Alternatively, as soon as any change is determined, the algorithm returns to the main
table of the entity instance, leaving all ‘current’ rows from tables unmaintained. Then,
when another entity instance is checked, the ‘current’ row is updated to the position
of the first attributive row in s0 of the ‘current’ main row by doing a search operation
on the index of s0 .
In the worst-case, this approach requires a search operation for every row in the
attributive table. Note that a search operation in an index is significantly slower than
going to the next index value.
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Handling Row Dependencies
In the previous chapter, a solution for comparing two sets of entities was given. The result
of the comparison was a number of ‘delta tables’. In this chapter, that output is further
processed. From the set of rows that are different, syncable units of data will be determined.
Without determining such units of data, a designer could synchronize a set of rows which
leads to inconsistencies in the destination database. To guarantee a synchronization process
without inconsistencies, dependencies between rows have to be found. This chapter is about
finding and using such dependencies. This chapter is related to the final step in the global
approach algorithm, repeated below (originating from section 1.2.2).

Algorithm 6: Global Approach
input : Tables S in source database DBS .
Tables D in destination database DBD .
Network N that connects DBS and DBD .
output: Data structure from which syncable units of data from S to D can be read.
1

Determine approach A which tells which data from DBS and DBD gets shipped over N
and in which manner.

2

Compare S with D to determine delta tables R, using approach A.

3

Return and build a dependency structure on rows in R.

In section 4.1, a logic for dealing with row dependencies - the ‘dependency logic’ - is
presented. Then, practical usage of the dependency logic is elaborated in section 4.2. As will
be seen, this requires a special data structure to read dependencies from - the dependency
graph, studied in section 4.3. A method to efficiently build this graph is presented in
section 4.4. Additional complexities exits as there could be references from production
data, with which section 4.5 copes. When primary storage is limited, graphs must be stored
in secondary storage for which efficient methods are found in section 4.6.
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When rows are synchronized from a source database to a destination database, both
databases must be left in a consistent state. It is assumed that both databases are consistent prior to the synchronization. Since only the destination database changes by the
synchronization process, it is investigated how this side can be kept consistent.
For Definition Synchronization, when a designer initiates a synchronization session, the
system determines all syncable units of data - which this research is about - from which a
list of changed entity instances is presented. Then, the designer manually selects one or
more entity instances from this list for synchronization. Note that an entity instance consists
of one or more rows; as such, a changed entity instance consists of one or more changed
rows. All these corresponding rows become “selected for synchronization”. Eventually, the
system synchronizes only those syncable units of data that are necessary to synchronize all
these selected rows.
Definition 5 (Selected row) A selected row is a changed row that is selected for synchronization. The changed row is stored in a delta table and is flagged as either INSERTED,
UPDATED or DELETED.
For the synchronization of a selected row, it could be required that other changed rows must
be synchronized along to keep foreign key references valid at the destination database. The
selected row is considered dependent on these other rows. All these rows together make up
a ‘syncable unit of data’ for the selected row. To find ‘syncable units of data’, dependencies
must be determined.
Definition 6 (Dependency) A dependency is a row that must be synchronized along in
order to keep foreign key references valid at the destination database when synchronizing a
selected row.
4.1.1

Variables determining dependencies

Suppose there exists a row p from a definition table. Row p - which is identifiable by its
primary key - is in exactly one of the following states at a given time.
• Row p is inserted, which means that p exists at the source database, but does not
exist at the destination database.
• Row p is deleted, which means that p does not exist at the source database, but
does exist at the destination database.
• Row p is updated, which means that p exists both at the source and destination
database, but the version at the source database is more recent.
• Row p is synchronized, which means that p exists both at the source and destination
database and both versions are exactly similar.
Now suppose p is a selected row for which it must be determined on which other rows it is
dependent. For this, not only the foreign key references from p are studied, but also those
to p. This comes down to zero or more situations where there are two rows p and q that
have a reference, as depicted in figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.1: Rows p and q have a reference between them.

Following the above situation, there are three factors that together determine whether row q
is a dependency for p. These factors are:
• The state of the selected row p.
• The state of the other row q.
• The direction of the reference between p and q.
This research investigates all combinations of these three factors to determine in which
cases row q becomes a dependency of p. This results in a dictionary that can be used to
translate eligible situations at the delta tables to dependencies.
The combinations are split according to the possible states of p. Cases where p is inserted
are found in section 4.1.2. Cases where p is updated are found in section 4.1.3. Cases
where p is deleted are found in section 4.1.4. Note that every selected row, including p, is
a changed row; thus the case where p is synchronized is not applicable.
4.1.2

Dependency logic - Selected row is inserted

First, the behavior of inserted rows on selection is elaborated. In this situation, p exists at
the source database (denoted p@S) but not at the destination database. First, references
from p to q are dealt with, followed by references from q to p.

table1

table1
table2

p@S

table2
q@S

Source

q@D

Destination

Figure 4.2: Row p is inserted and references another row q. The dashed row at the
destination represents that existence of this (physical) row depends on the state of q.
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References from p to q
See figure 4.2. Any row q to which p has a reference is a possible dependency. The only
variable that is not yet fixed at this point, is the state of q. Therefore, all possible states of
row q are now listed, followed by the action which should be taken.
• If q is synchronized, no additional selection has to be made. In fact, q cannot be
selected. Synchronizing p leads to no problems.
• If q is inserted, this means that q@D does not exist. Since p is directly referencing
row q, this row must be selected along to maintain consistency at the destination
after synchronization.
• If q is updated, merely synchronizing p leaves the destination database in a consistent
state. However, it could lead to undesirable effects in the underlying application.
Depending on the application, this row could be considered a dependency.
• If q is deleted, this case is not applicable as this would mean there exists no q@S.
As such, it is impossible for p@S to reference it.
References from q to p
Imagine figure 4.2 with the arrow at the source in the opposite direction. When the selected
row is inserted, there is no need to take references from q to p into account. The correctness
of this statement is shown by assuming there is some row q that references p.
• If q is synchronized, it is impossible for it to have a reference to p, as this would
mean that q@D references p@D too. However, p@D does not exist, so this case is
not applicable. The same argument holds when q is deleted.
• If q is inserted or updated, merely synchronizing p would still leave D in a consistent
state since D knows nothing about the reference from q, either after or before the
synchronization. Note that it is most likely not the case the other way around, but
that would be something to worry about when q is selected.
4.1.3

Dependency logic - Selected row is updated

Next, the behavior of updated rows on selection is investigated. Apart from some minor
differences, this is almost equal to the behavior of inserted rows on selection. For this case,
there exists a row p at source database S that is also present at destination database D,
but p is updated. (That is, both p@S and p@D exist, but p@S is the updated version).
References from p to q
The exact same arguments and conclusions from the ‘references to’ section in 4.1.2 hold
for this case. As such, they will be omitted in this section. The reason for the similarity is
that an updated row p only differs from an inserted row p by having an outdated version at
the destination. In the worst case, all references from p are updated, so they still have to
be checked as if they are newly inserted.
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table1

table1
table2

p@S

table2

p@D

q@D

q@S

Source

Destination

Figure 4.3: Row p is updated and is referenced by another row q.
References from q to p
Figure 4.3 illustrates this case. As p’s value of the primary key is still the same, all references
to it are still valid after synchronization.
4.1.4

Dependency logic - Selected row is deleted

Finally, the behavior of deleted rows on selection is investigated. Thus, at the destination
database there exists a row p that is not present at the source database (i.e. p@S does not
exist). As will be seen, references from p to q are easily dealt with, while references from q
to p are not.

table1

table1
table2
table2

p@D

q@D

q@S

Source

Destination

Figure 4.4: Row p is deleted and references another row q.

References from p to q
See figure 4.4. For this type of reference, synchronizing p would mean deleting p@D, which
includes deleting all its references as well. Therefore, p cannot reference other rows after
synchronization. As such, it would be impossible to violate any reference constraint.
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References from q to p
Imagine figure 4.4 with the arrow at the destination in the opposite direction. Any row q
which has a reference to p is dependent on it. The correctness of this statement is shown:
• If q is synchronized, inserted or updated, this case is not applicable. As this would
mean q@S references p@S. However, p@S does not exist. As such, the source
database would already be inconsistent prior to the synchronization.
• If q is deleted, this means that q@S also does not exist. Since q is directly referencing
row p, deleting p would lead to inconsistencies. As such, q must be selected (and
thus deleted).

4.1.5

Definition Synchronization: Production tables, rows and references

For Definition Synchronization, certain tables only exist at the destination database. The
lack of these tables at the source database means that rows from these tables can never be
synchronized by the synchronization process. Rather, these destination-exclusive tables are
filled by production processes such as end-users submitting insurance claims. These tables
and rows that only exist at the destination database will henceforth be called ‘production
tables’ and ‘production rows’.
In this context, additional complexities exist: There are foreign keys from production tables
to definition tables. An example is the foreign key from table Answer to table Question.
References subject to such foreign keys are called ‘production references’. Situations where
production references exist must be properly handled.
Definition 7 (Production reference) A production reference is a foreign key reference
from a production row to a row in a definition table.
Analogously to previous sections, the effects of all possible situations between a selected
row p and a production row q with a reference between them are listed. Now, the direction
of the reference is actually fixed since it can only be from q to p. In total, three different
situations are possible:
• If selected row p is inserted, it is impossible for q to have a reference to it as p only
exists at the source database and q only exists at the destination database. As such,
this case is not applicable.
• If selected row p is updated, synchronizing p leaves q’s foreign key references intact
at the destination database. However, for a designer that has no access to production
data, it could not have been foreseen that production references to p were in place.
If desirable, this case could be treated as a erroneous situation.
• If selected row p is deleted, an erroneous situation arises: Synchronizing p means
deleting p at the source, but this would brake q’s reference. There is no way to
properly handle this case, but there are a couple of approaches which can be taken
to guarantee consistency. In section 4.5, this critical aspect is dealt with in detail.
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4.1.6

4.2

Dependency logic - Conclusions

One of the most important observations after studying all possible cases is that cases
involving synchronized rows are either not applicable or can simply be ignored. This enables
one to limit his vision to the delta tables, as all required data is present there (the changed
rows, information about the types of changes and the references between rows).
For convenience, an overview of all the conclusions is given. For any selected row p that has
a reference to q, table 4.1 applies. For any selected row p that is referenced by q, table 4.2
applies.
state p \ q
Inserted
Updated
Deleted

Synchronized
OK
OK
OK

Inserted
Select q
Select q
OK

Updated
Warning
Warning
OK

Deleted
N/A
N/A
OK

Table 4.1: Dependencies: Selected row p has a reference to q.
state p \ q
Inserted
Updated
Deleted

Synchronized
N/A
OK
N/A

Inserted
OK
OK
N/A

Updated
OK
OK
N/A

Deleted
N/A
OK
Select q

Production row
N/A
Warning
Error

Table 4.2: Dependencies: Selected row p is referenced by q.
Note that in both tables, cases flagged with ‘OK’ are syncable. The same holds for cases
flagged with ‘Warning’, except that synchronization could have undesirable effects for the
underlying application.

4.2

Towards using dependency logic

Now that a logic to preserve database consistency for Definition Synchronization has been
developed, its application will be studied. A designer should be able to select specific
rows for synchronization (i.e. on the level of entity instances), such that dependencies are
automatically selected along by the system. Possibly, a designer selects one, some or all
syncable rows.
By starting from a single selected row, other syncable rows on which it is dependent are
found. In turn, these rows become selected rows, and now their dependencies have to be
found. This process repeats until no more rows get selected. Note that all these rows are
stored within the delta tables. Rows in these delta tables still have their original primary
and foreign key values intact, as they are value-based.
Rows and references between them can be translated into dependencies by using the dependency logic. As such, the problem now shifts to finding references.
Next, a simple and naive approach to find references between rows is studied. From this
approach, shortcomings are identified and dealt with in a more advanced approach.
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A naive approach to find references

This naive approach to find references does not make use of additional data structures.
Also, the approach deals with one selected row at a time.
• References from the selected row itself can be easily checked by finding and fetching
relevant data from these referenced rows.
• For references to the selected row, finding references is considerably harder: All other
rows in all tables that can have a reference to the row have to be checked. Such
tables have a foreign key to the table in which the selected row resides.
The first type of references can be dealt with fairly efficiently (especially when an index is in
place). However, the latter type of references are very costly. Also, they have to be checked
for every row whose references must be found. When references for multiple selected rows
in the same table have to be found, the same set of tables is entirely checked on multiple
occasions, each for a different primary key value.
The lack of a additional data structure leads to such costly operations. In the next section,
such an additional data structure is given. In subsequent sections, methods to populate the
data structure are elaborated.

4.3

Dependency graphs

To meet the desired requirements, a dependency graph will be used as a data structure to
efficiently find dependencies. The important aspect is that dependencies of a (selected) row
can be easily read from the graph.
The dependency graph is a directed graph G = (V, E) with nodes V = {v1 , . . . , vn } and
edges E = {e1 , . . . , em } between nodes. Nodes V are used to represent rows and edges E
are used to represent the direct dependent relation between rows. The amount of edges m
could be much larger than the amount of nodes n. However, the amount of edges m can
be no larger than 2(n − 1)2 , as every node can have at most two directed edges (i.e. an
‘inbound edge’ and an ‘outbound edge’) between every other node.
For a given node v, one wants to be able to determine the set of nodes on which v is
dependent. For this, v’s outbound edges will be traversed as these are connected to the
nodes on which v is directly dependent. However, v is also dependent on dependencies of
its direct dependencies. The transitive property of directed graphs guarantees that such
sub-dependencies will be reachable by continuously following outbound edges in a recursive
manner. The rows represented by the nodes which are reachable in this manner are exactly
the ones on which v is dependent.
Being able to efficiently read which nodes are reachable is an important property of the
desired data structure. A depth-first search or breadth-first search algorithm that recursively
traverses outgoing edges and keeps track of visited nodes (see [7]) is sufficient when the
dependency graph is in place. All nodes that are reachable from the node corresponding to
a selected row make up its ‘syncable unit of data’. As such, the dependency graph will be
the final object that the solution of this research delivers.
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Using dependency graphs in a relational setting

From a set of rows, one must be able to build and use a dependency graph. Before building
a dependency graph, it should be known how it must be used in the relational setting.
Specifically, a setting in which a designer selects an entity instance for synchronization.
When a designer selects an entity instance, the system selects the rows belonging to the
entity instance plus all reachable dependencies of these rows. This then forms a ‘syncable
entity instance’. In general, a single syncable row plus its reachable dependencies make up
a ‘syncable unit of data’.
The dependency graph comes into play when the dependencies of a selected row must be
found. The graph should be able to accept queries in the form of a ‘selected row’ and
return results in the form of multiple ‘syncable rows’. This translates seamlessly into the
dependency graph concept where a node represents a changed row (from an arbitrary delta
table). Figure 4.5 illustrates the input and output flows of the dependency graph.
The dependency graph would map quite intuitively to a setting with pointer-based references such that row addresses are directly accessible. However, a relational database stores
references in a value-based manner. This discrepancy has to be properly and efficiently
dealt with.
Dealing with the pointer-based/value-based mismatch
Note that from figure 4.5 all inputs and outputs are ‘collections of rows’, which are valuebased. For all three data flows, translations between value-based references and pointerbased references must be made. For now, the focus is on the output flow (the right part in
figure 4.5). The input flows are dealt with in section 4.4.
Somehow, nodes and changed rows must map one on one. Furthermore, the mapping
should be efficiently determined in both directions. When one takes a closer look at the
implementation of database systems and in particular indexes, it can be noticed that indexes
make use of pointers to rows as well. The existence of such pointers is often invisible to
RDBMS users. Row pointers are also used by modern RDBMS to efficiently check for
referential integrity [17].
By giving the dependency graph the opportunity to use such row pointers as well, the

1. Building graph
2. Querying graph

Delta tables

Changed row

Changed rows
Dependency
graph

Figure 4.5: Data input and output flows involving the dependency graph.
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translation from nodes to rows can be made efficiently. Note that the dependency graph
has characteristics similar to those of regular index structures. Intuitively, the dependency
graph could be regarded as being a specialized index structure.
From a practical point of view, it should be noted that, as of this writing, not all modern
RDBMS allow external access to row pointers (e.g. DB2 Universal Database for Windows).
However, this does not necessarily mean that dependency graphs cannot be used in applications that rely on these databases: When creating the temporary delta tables, one can
choose to store them in a RDBMS that does support external access to row pointers, or in
applicable cases, store the delta tables in main memory.
4.3.2

Form of the dependency graph

For a given node v in the dependency graph, much information is known about its outbound
edges beforehand due to the database schema to which the table of v’s corresponding row is
subject. It is impossible for v to have an outbound edge to another node if their respective
rows are from tables that have no direct foreign key between them.
Figure 4.6a shows an example situation with a number of different tables and the foreign
key relations between them. Given this situation, possible dependencies between rows of
the tables are shown in figure 4.6b.
table1

table2

table4
table3

(a) Four tables and foreign keys between them.

(b) Rows and dependencies between them.
The positioning of a row is similar to that of
its table in figure 4.6a.

Figure 4.6: Example of possible dependencies between rows for a specific schema. Note
the structural similarities.

4.4

Building dependency graphs

In this section, approaches for building the dependency graph are elaborated. The creation
of the graph itself is part of the required work to determine syncable units of data. Thus,
a method to build the graph should be efficient as it directly adds to the response time of
the synchronization process.
The method to actually built the nodes of the graph is elaborated in section 4.4.1. The
method to build the graph’s edges is found in section 4.4.2.
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Building the nodes

Merely building the nodes in the dependency graph G = (V, E) is relatively easy. As nodes V
represent syncable rows, these nodes can be created as soon as the ZZ-compare-extended
algorithm copies a row to the output.
Thus, for any row ri that has been output by the comparing process, a node vi ∈ V can be
created. For practical reasons, ri and vi will maintain pointers to each other: The pointer
from ri to vi can be stored in an extra field of ri , its value will be vi ’s virtual memory
address. The pointer from vi to ri is similar to those in an index to locate the row on disk.
4.4.2

Building the edges

Building the edges in the dependency graph is considerably harder than building the nodes.
Again, the output of the comparison step will be used: Given all delta tables, a complete
dependency graph can be created. This observation follows from the dependency logic with
regard to synchronized rows; as concluded, all possible situations involving a synchronized
row are either valid after synchronization or not applicable.
As every reference between syncable rows can represent a possible dependency, they must
all be checked. Any row can have a number of references to other rows. The maximum
number of references from a row to other rows is determined by the foreign keys of the
row’s table. For a given referencing table R and its foreign keys F K1 , . . . , F Kk to ‘target’
tables T1 , . . . , Tk respectively, all references subject to the same foreign key are dealt with
at the same time. By doing so, tables R and Tj can be combined by an inner-join based
on equality of field in F Kj and Tj ’s primary key (see the next section). When all foreign
keys are dealt with in this manner, so are all references.
When a reference between two rows results in a dependency between them, an edge between
their representing nodes is added to the graph in the appropriate direction.

4.4.3

Joining R and T

Before investigating the join between R and Tj , the current context is described in more
detail.
Note that the delta tables are temporarily created for the data synchronization process. The
tables contain the rows that are different between the source and destination database. In
this context, the tables do not have to be consistent with respect to referential integrity. In
fact, it can be expected that many references are to (non-existent) synchronized rows. As
such, these references violate the referential constraint between the tables. Such references
can be ignored when determining dependencies. Also note that the number of different
rows is expected to be relatively small, compared to all ‘original’ rows.
For joining R and Tj , it will again be tried to make use of sorted structures (e.g. to use
the zig-zag join from section 2.3.1). As both R and Tj entirely result from the comparison
step, one has the freedom of choosing how they will be stored and whether to built indexes
on these tables.
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• Storing Tj clustered and sorted on the primary key could make sense: Tj can be the
‘target’ of multiple foreign keys, so all the corresponding joins can make use of this
sorted property.
Also, the sorted order can be preserved from a sorting-based comparison algorithm
(e.g. the ZZ-compare): Every time a changed row is sent to the output, it is added
to the end of the table. By reserving blocks for each table, the table can be clustered.
Because the comparing algorithm visits all rows in a sorted order, the resulting table
ends up sorted as well.
• Storing R clustered and sorted on F Kj makes less sense: F Kj can only point to a
single table, so it is only argument in a single join. Furthermore, there is no sorted
order on F Kj to be preserved when R was compared.
Also, creating an index on F Kj requires more work than is needed for a conventional
sort-join. By using this sort-join, R’s relevant data gets sorted on F Kj in a manner
that takes advantage of available memory blocks.
However, during the comparison step there could have been a sorted index on F Kj
at the ‘original’ tables.1 One could think about copying the index for R and modifying it. However, this approach requires doing find and delete operations for every
synchronized row. As the number of synchronized rows is expected to be relatively
large, this approach seems not to be beneficial.
A sort-based join that makes use of the Tj ’s sorted order on the primary key seems to be
a good approach: When using a sort-join, the requirements are typically three I/O’s per
block of both R and Tj [8]. However, by using the sorted index it is possible to save on the
required I/O’s for Tj . This would make the step to create sorted sublists for Tj obsolete,
which saves two I/O’s per block of Tj .
Alternatively, instead of using a merge-join, a hash-based join (which does not take advantage of Tj ’s sorted order) can be applied. Which of these approaches is more suitable
depends on a number of factors including; the size of R, the size of Tj and the amount of
available memory [8].
Saving some I/O’s when using sort-join
For a given join, only some of the attributes are needed to determine dependencies: Only
the join attributes (i.e. Tj ’s primary key) and information to build the graph (i.e. the ‘type
of change’-attribute and the ‘pointer to v’-attribute) have to be included. By filtering out
all other information when storing and retrieving intermediate join results, less blocks are
required, possibly resulting in proportional less I/O’s.
4.4.4

Using ZZ-compare-extended to build parts of the graph

As this chapter focuses on the final step in the global approach, the delta tables were
assumed to be already present. This section, however, tracks back to the situation were
the source and destination databases are being compared. It is studied whether parts of the
dependency graph can be build during the ZZ-compare-extended algorithm.
1 In fact, there is a convention in place where there must be an index on every foreign key for cases of
Definition Synchronization.
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Although ZZ-compare-extended cannot be used to built every edge in the dependency
graph, it can be used for building certain edges. In fact, it can do so during the same run
in which rows are compared.
The part of the graph that has dependencies between main rows and attributive rows can be
efficiently built this way. Note that references from attributive rows to main rows are first
used at ZZ-compare-extended and used later for building the dependency graph. Both
usages can be combined by modifying ZZ-compare-extended; as soon as the state of an
attributive row is known (from comparing), the state of its main row is known too. This is
because the main row is checked prior to its attributive rows. Now, all information is present
to determined whether there is an dependency between them by using the dependency logic.
The corresponding foreign keys from attributive tables to main tables can now be ignored
when building the dependency graph.

4.5

Production dependencies

Using the methods explained in this chapter, one is able to create a dependency graphs in
situations without production tables. Until now, only rows from delta tables were involved.
However, rows from the production tables play an important role as well. As the dependency
logic stated, an erroneous situation arises when a deleted row p is selected for synchronization
while a production row q is referencing it. For this research, the interesting aspect here is
how such production dependencies can be found. Three different approaches are identified
which are able to determine whether production dependencies to rows exist:
• The ‘add “hasProdRef” attribute’ approach, in section 4.5.1.
• The ‘fetch distinct references’ approach, in section 4.5.2.
• The ‘per delete query’ approach, in section 4.5.3.
In addition, section 4.5.4 explains how one can deal with production dependencies to prevent
database inconsistencies.
4.5.1

Finding production dependencies: Add “hasProdRef” attribute

The idea behind this approach is to have extra information added to the delta tables.
Specifically, certain delta tables are extended with a Boolean attribute “hasProdRef” which
tells whether a row has production references to it. This special attribute does not yet exist
prior to the synchronization process. As such, it is added as soon as rows are fetched from
the database.
The “hasProdRef” attribute only matters for rows which can have production references
to it. That is, any syncable table D with primary key pk to which there exist foreign
keys f k1 , . . . , f km from production tables P1 , . . . , Pm . Without the “hasProdRef” attribute, the fetching query in relational algebra2 was simply:
τpk (D)
2 Brief

recap of operators; π is projection, σ is selection, δ is duplicate elimination, τ is sorting, ⊥ is null.
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◦

Now, adding the “hasProdRef” attribute requires table D to do a ‘left outer join’ (1L )
with all corresponding distinct foreign key values from the production tables. Presence of
the foreign key values in the join result means that production references exist, as such
this information is cast as Boolean values for the “hasProdRef” attribute, which is resulted
along with all of D’s attributes A. Thus, in relational algebra, the fetching query becomes:

◦

τpk (πD.A, (f k6=⊥)→hasP rodRef (D 1L (
pk=f k

m
[

δ(πf ki →f k (Pi )))))

i=1

Now, determining whether a production dependency for a deleted row exists is easy. Only
when the row has a field “hasProdRef” and its value is true, then production dependencies
to it exist.
4.5.2

Finding production dependencies: Fetch distinct references

For a syncable table, all distinct foreign key values to it from production tables are fetched
to check for dependencies. In contrast to the previous approach, this approach requires
a separate fetch query. However, the fetch can take place after the entire comparison is
completed. As such, when no deleted rows were identified for a table, it is already guaranteed
that no production dependencies to it exist, so no extra work needs to happen.
Suppose deleted rows do exist. Given syncable table D with primary key pk that has foreign
keys f k1 , . . . , f km to it from production tables P1 , . . . , Pm . All corresponding distinct
non-null foreign key values are fetched. Thus, in relational algebra, the additional fetching
query to the destination database becomes:
m
[

δ(πf ki →f k (σf ki 6=⊥ (Pi )))

i=1

Now, to determine whether production dependencies for deleted rows exist, one can use a
join with the fetched data. This join is an ordinary equi-join that equates pk and f k.
4.5.3

Finding production dependencies: Per delete query

For a syncable table subject to foreign keys from production tables, the primary key values
of deleted rows are shipped to the destination database to let it determine which rows have
production references to it. For each row, a Boolean value is returned indicating whether
it has production rows referencing it. For this approach, the fewer deleted rows there are,
the fewer work needs to be done.
In practice, each deleted row requires a separate query as modern RDBMS lack mechanics
to efficiently search for multiple key values. For each deleted row from the same table, the
RDBMS can reuse the query plan when the key values are parameterized. For example,
when using Java Database Connectivity (JDBC) to connect to a RDBMS from a Java
application, the PreparedStatement class enables users to issue parameterized queries.
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4.5.4

4.6

Dealing with production dependencies

Suppose a deleted row p has one or more production dependencies. Also suppose p is
selected for synchronization. Now, special actions must be taken to avoid ending up with
an inconsistent database. None of the identified actions is always best, as each has its
specific drawbacks. The actions include the following:
• Restoring row p at the source database, such that its status changes from deleted to
synchronized.
• Deleting referencing production rows along at the destination. For this, a ‘cascading
delete’ could take place at the destination database. This action would pose a high
risk to the business functions. For example, deleting a form definition would mean the
loss of customer information, as all corresponding filled-out forms are deleted along.
• Another approach would be to flag row p as ‘unsyncable’, which means it is left
intact at the destination database. This guarantees the preservation of production
data, while still synchronizing as much data as possible. Note that when row p is
unsyncable, all rows dependent on its synchronization become unsyncable too. These
rows can be determined from a dependency graph by a depth-first search on the
inbound edges. These rows could then be filtered from the graph.

4.6

Complexity when using secondary storage

Ultimately, one wants to be able to make use of dependency graphs to solve synchronization
problems in a RDBMS setting. Such databases are often too large to fit in main memory
and are therefore stored in secondary storage (i.e. specifically on hard disk drives). In the
worst case, the resulting delta tables are as large as the original tables. As such, it is possible
that a complete dependency graph on the delta tables is too large to fit in main memory
as well.
It shall be assumed that when the dependency graph does not fit in main memory, it
is entirely stored in secondary memory. When this happens, it becomes more costly for a
selected row to read its dependencies from the graph. To minimize these costs, two different
approaches are identified:
• To read the dependencies of a selected row from the graph, an external memory
depth-first search algorithm for directed graphs can be used (or a similar breadth-first
search algorithm) [21]. The graph must have been stored in a specific manner. Both
storing the graph and performing the depth-first search are explained by Chiang et
al. [6].
• In addition to the previous approach, the transitive closure of the graph is computed
and stored beforehand. By doing so, fetching all dependencies for a selected row can
be done in an optimal amount of I/O’s. Whether these savings in I/O’s outweigh the
computation of the transitive closure depends on a number of factors, including the
amount of queries on the graph. Details about this approach are found in works by
Ullman et al. [20].
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Chapter 5

Separated Databases
In previous chapters, the separation of databases played no important role. Although it was
said that data from a source and destination database were brought together, it was not
mentioned how this should be achieved.
Traditionally, queries are executed on a single, ‘centralized’ database. In practice, a client
sends a query to the database, which in turn sends back the results. As costly relational
operators such as joins and table sorts are locally computed by the database, the network
connections play no significant role. For cases of Definition Synchronization, the situation
consists of multiple, physically separated databases. As data from multiple databases must
be combined, network connections can play significant roles.
This chapter is about techniques that help in achieving efficient ways to cope with multiple
separated databases and the network connecting them. More concrete, this chapter answers the question of which data should be brought together for Definition Synchronization
and where the execution of comparison operations is most effective. This chapter corresponds to the first step in the ‘global approach’ algorithm, repeated below (originating from
section 1.2.2).
Algorithm 7: Global Approach
input : Tables S in source database DBS .
Tables D in destination database DBD .
Network N that connects DBS and DBD .
output: Data structure from which syncable units of data from S to D can be read.
1

Determine approach A which tells which data from DBS and DBD gets shipped
over N and in which manner.

2

Compare S with D to determine delta tables R, using approach A.

3

Return and build a dependency structure on rows in R.

First, the assumed infrastructure for Definition Synchronization is described in section 5.1.
Then, section 5.2 investigates to what extent techniques from distributed query optimization can be applied to compare separated relational databases. Sections 5.3 and 5.4 present
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efficient strategies for bringing required data together on behalf of Definition Synchronization. Finally in section 5.5, it is investigated on which physical machine a synchronization
application can best be put.

5.1

Definition Synchronization: The infrastructure

This section provides some context in which Definition Synchronization happens at Quinity.
Specifically, the physical infrastructure is elaborated. For the form definition system case,
there already exist a couple of physical machines, including:
1. The machine that houses the source database.
2. The machine that houses the destination database.
Prior to this research, the first machine was also used to house the application that implemented the already existing solution. This application also consumed the results, thus its
machine was the only location at which output results had to be present.
Back to the solution that this research is about; the assumption will be made that only a
single application on a single machine is interested in receiving the output of the solution
(i.e. delta tables and dependency graph). This application shall be called the ‘synchronizer’,
as it shall ultimately be used to perform the actual synchronization.
Definition 8 (Synchronizer) The application that is interested in receiving the output of
the developed solution.
A designer, working on its own dedicated workstation, issues commands to the synchronizer.
Eventually, the synchronizer serves the designer with one or more reports (e.g. in the form
of web pages) listing all syncable entity instances. Note that network links between all
involved machines are assumed to be present. Figure 5.1 depicts the described situation.

5.2

Comparing in a physically separated setting

In this section, it is investigated whether techniques from distributed query optimization
(seen in section 2.5) can be used for Definition Synchronization.
5.2.1

Parallel comparison

Every location can be used to perform computations in parallel on behalf of comparing
tables. This can, for example, be achieved by assigning entire tables to specific locations.
As such, tables have to be shipped from the database locations to locations that have the
respective tables assigned. When a location has completed the comparison operation, the
relevant results have to be shipped to the synchronizer.
This approach of parallel comparison is likely to be beneficial in a case where processing
power is the bottleneck. In practice however, network links are more likely to be the
bottleneck. Luckily, by using “other” links, the approach of parallel comparing could also
lessen the load on those network links that could otherwise form the bottleneck.
On behalf of parallel comparing, additional external machines could be brought into play.
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C1

Source
database

Destination
database

C2

C3

Synchronizer

C4

Designer´s
workstation

Figure 5.1: The infrastructure consists of two database machines, the workstation of
the designer and the synchronizer. The synchronizer is an application that manages the
synchronization process, its physical location has yet to be determined. The arrows represent
communication channels for shipping data.

5.2.2

Semi-join programs for comparison

As a join forms the basis of table comparison, it could be possible to use semi-join programs,
seen in section 2.5.3. However, they cannot be used effectively for cases of Definition
Synchronization, as the average row sizes are relatively small here.1 Also, most of the rows
are expected to join in general, as most rows are expected to be synchronized.
The idea behind semi-join programs does form the basis of the different output strategies
that are developed for the research problem. In section 5.3, these output strategies are
introduced.
5.2.3

Pipelined comparison

In the generic case, a double-pipelined hash join can be used as a basis for the comparison.
This approach supports comparing tables in a pipelined fashion, which is especially beneficial
for slow networks. By the time the last row of a table is to be shipped over the network,
the comparison of the entire table is likely to be nearly completed.
The ZZ-compare algorithm from section 3.1.2 can also be pipelined when rows are received
1 On estimate, an average row requires no more than 200 bytes of storage. No large binary files are
stored in tables belonging to the form or product definition system.
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in sorted order. This is because it is guaranteed that no previous rows had to be checked;
thus, walking back in the sorted order is never required for any future row.
The ZZ-compare-extended can be pipelined as well, although things become a bit more
complex: Rows must be shipped in the same order as they are compared, which means that
subsequent rows can continuously origin from different tables.
In practice, a technique like JDBC is often used to fetch sets of rows in a Java application. Various JDBC implementations exist which, roughly spoken, ship rows just before
they are expected to be consumed by the application. Using such implementations, the
ZZ-compare-extended can also be pipelined in practice. The developed prototype made
use of an implementation for which this seemed to be the case.

5.3

Bringing data together

In this section, several strategies for bringing data together on behalf of determining syncable
units of data are elaborated. These strategies are developed during this research. They are
based on the input of later steps in the data synchronization problem.
In section 5.1, the infrastructure was described, including the introduction of the ‘synchronizer’. The synchronizer acts as the central figure that determines what data should be
brought together where. As the synchronizer is interested in the delta tables, it would make
sense that it also acts as the comparer. Note that when parallel comparison is used, multiple
comparers would exist. For simplicity, the synchronizer is assumed to be the only comparer.
The placement of the synchronizer on a physical machine is studied in section 5.5.
The situation in figure 5.1 shall be used. Here, four different “logical connections” are
present, which are either physical network connections or just communication channels
between applications on the same machine:
• Connection C1 connects the source database with the destination database. This is
a physical network connection.
• Connection C2 connects the synchronizer with the source database. This could be a
physical network connection.
• Connection C3 connects the synchronizer with the destination database. This could
be a physical network connection.
• Connection C4 connects the designer’s workstation with the synchronizer. This is a
physical network connection.
Data shipped over C4 is actually neglectable for Definition Synchronization: Primarily, data
used for presenting results to the designer need to be shipped. Remember that a designer
selects data on the level of entity instances. For the presentation of changed entity instances,
only their unique names have to be shipped, which is stored in just a single field of the main
row.
Based on input requirements for future steps of Definition Synchronization, several strategies
for minimizing traffic over connections C1 , C2 and C3 are investigated. These strategies are
based on filtering unnecessary data. It is worth to mention that data compression techniques
could be used on top of this filtering. However, data compression is out of the scope of this
research.
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A couple of different output strategies are identified:
1. The ‘entire row’ strategy.
2. The ‘all key values’ strategy.
5.3.1

Output strategy: Entire row

When a table from a database has to be brought to the synchronizer for comparison, an
intuitive approach is to ship all its table data to the synchronizer. By using this strategy,
the changed rows that have to be synchronized from the source database to the destination
database are fully present at the synchronizer. Therefore, any data that must be synchronized can be shipped directly from the synchronizer to the destination database. Figure 5.2
depicts the flow of data in the described situation.

Source
database

Destination
database

2
1

3

Synchronizer

Figure 5.2: The flow of data when outputting entire rows.
When irrelevant fields with regard to intermediate synchronization results could be very
large (e.g. a multimedia file) they can significantly slow down network performance: First,
this data gets shipped over from both databases to the synchronizer. Second, when the
row to which the field belongs is synchronized, it gets shipped from the synchronizer to
the destination database. For this research, neither the form and product definition system
contain rows with very large fields.
5.3.2

Analysis of the ‘entire row’ strategy

Corresponding with the numbered arrows in figure 5.2, the approach requires (at least)
three steps in which data is shipped over a connection. For simplicity, all connections are
assumed to be physical network connections. For each step, the required number of network
messages are investigated.
1. The source database fully ships tables S1 , . . . , Sn , which must be compared, to the
synchronizer. The number of network messages required for this step is:
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msgs(S1 , . . . , Sn )
2. The destination database could ship tables D = D1 , . . . , Dn , which must be compared, to the synchronizer. However, shipping requirements can be optimized when
it is observed that not all of D’s data is necessary for synchronization:
• When synchronizing, D’s data is never used for inserts and updates. For deletions, only shipping the primary key value suffices.
• For comparison with other rows, the primary key value plus the identifier for the
most recent change are required.
• To determine dependencies, all foreign key values in D are required.
Thus, for table Di , only the following data must be shipped: πLi (Di ), where Li is
the set of unique attributes used in Di ’s primary key, all Di ’s foreign keys and Di ’s
attribute for maintaining the most recent change. Combined for tables D1 , . . . , Dn ,
the number of required network messages is as much as:
msgs(πL1 (D1 ), . . . , πLn (Dn ))
However, additional data must be shipped to obtain information about production
references. This aspect is dealt with in section 5.4. For now, the increase in required
network messages is simply denoted as prod(D). Thus, the total number of required
network messages is as much as:
msgs(πL1 (D1 ), . . . , πLn (Dn )) + prod(D)
3. This final step takes place after the designer made a selection of entity instances: The
synchronizer ships rows to the destination database for synchronization. Requirements
differ per type of change:
• For inserted rows, the synchronizer ships the entire rows originating from tables S1 , . . . , Sn .
• For updated rows, the synchronizer ships the primary key values and updated
fields, originating from tables S1 , . . . , Sn . In the worst case, these are the entire
rows.
• For deleted rows, the synchronizer ships the primary key values. These values
origin from destination tables D1 , . . . , Dn with primary keys pk1 , . . . , pkn .
Let doSync be the condition that is true if and only if a row is going to be synchronized. The maximum number of network messages required for this final step
is:
msgs(σdoSync (S1 ), . . . , σdoSync (Sn ),
πpk1 (σisDeleted ∧ doSync (D1 )), . . . , πpkn (σisDeleted ∧ doSync (Dn )))
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Output strategy: All key values

Using an approach that focuses on outputting key values, any difficulties with relatively
large fields do not exist. This approach is based on the ability to determine dependencies.
As seen in the previous chapter, to determine dependencies, references between rows must
be known. These references come in the form of foreign key values, which will make up the
larger part of the output with this strategy.
To support comparison as well, the primary key values must be present in the output.
For the same reason, the identifier of the most recent change is included for each row.
Summarized, the output of this strategy consists of a projection on the following attributes:
• The primary key.
• The foreign keys.
• The identifier of the most recent change.
None of the values for these attributes are expected to be large in size. In fact, the keys of
tables relevant to Definition Synchronization always consists of a small number of integers.
Even in relation to text fields, such key values are expected to occupy significantly less
space.
This strategy does come with a large draw back: To support the actual synchronization
of inserted and updated rows, an additional step is required: Here, the set of primary key
values of these rows is shipped to the source database. In turn, the source database fetches
all these rows and ships them directly to the destination database for synchronization. Note
the similarities between this approach and that of semi-join programs from section 2.5.3.
Figure 5.3 depicts the flow of data in the described situation.

4

Source
database

3

Destination
database

2

1

5

Synchronizer

Figure 5.3: The flow of data when using the all key values strategy.

5.3.4

Analysis of the ‘all key values’ strategy

Corresponding with the numbered arrows in figure 5.3, the ‘all key values’ strategy requires
(at least) five steps in which data is shipped over connections. For each step, the required
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number of network messages are investigated.
1. The source database ships a projection on the above mentioned attributes Li for each
table Si to the synchronizer for comparison. Combined for tables S1 , . . . , Sn , the
number of network messages required for this step is:
msgs(πL1 (S1 ), . . . , πLn (Sn ))
2. The destination database ships a projection on the above mentioned attributes Li
for each table Di to the synchronizer for comparison. Again, data shipping on behalf of checking production dependencies play a role. Thus, combined for all tables D1 , . . . , Dn , the total required shipping for this step is:
msgs(πL1 (D1 ), . . . , πLn (Dn )) + prod(D)
3. Between this step and the previous step, the designer has made a selection of entity
instances. Now, primary key values of rows that must be synchronized are shipped
back to the source database.
Previously seen conditions, such as isDeleted and doSync are reused in this section.
Given source tables S1 , . . . , Sn with primary keys pk1 , . . . , pkn , required shipping
from the synchronizer to the source database is as much as:
msgs(πpk1 (σdoSync (S1 )), . . . , πpkn (σdoSync (Sn )))
4. For inserted and updated rows that must be synchronized, the source database ships
the entire row data directly to the destination database. In the previous step, the
source database is signaled which rows are to be synchronized. Given source tables S1 , . . . , Sn , shipping requirements are as much as:
msgs(σdoSync (S1 ), . . . , σdoSync (Sn ))
5. Note that synchronizing deleted rows only requires their primary key values. As the
synchronizer has these values present, they can be shipped directly to the destination
database.
Given destination tables D1 , . . . , Dn with primary keys pk1 , . . . , pkn , shipping requirements would be as much as:
msgs(πpk1 (σdoSync ∧ isDeleted (D1 )), . . . , πpkn (σdoSync ∧ isDeleted (Dn )))
More output strategies
A possible variation is to postpone fetching foreign key values as well. In this variation, only
the foreign key values of rows in the delta tables are fetched. Due to the small size of foreign
key values and practical limitations with shipping sets of primary keys to the RDBMS, this
variation shall be ignored.
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In the previous section, the increase in required network messages for checking production
references was simply denoted as prod(D). In this section, it is investigated what the
actual values for prod(D) are. These values depend on the used approaches to check for
production references, which were identified in section 4.5. The actual value for prod(D)
is listed per approach:
Add “hasProdRef” attribute
For this approach, the additional communication consists of an extra Boolean value for each
row which can have production references to it. The increase in required network messages
is as much as:
prod(D) = msgs(πhasP rodRef (D))
In theory, attribute hasP rodRef only requires a single bit of storage per row. In practice,
however, modern RDBMS handle Boolean values as small numbers, which often require up
to two bytes of storage.
Fetch distinct references
Here, distinct production references are fetched for table Dj when at least one of its rows
is a deleted row. The shipped data for table Dj with primary key pk follows directly from
the fetching query in section 4.5.2:

ref (Dj ) =

m
[

δ(πf ki →pk (σf ki 6=⊥ (Pi )))

i=1

It can be argued that ref (Dj ) ⊆ πpk (Dj ), which gives an idea about the size of this data.
The increase in required network messages for tables D = D1 , . . . , Dn is as much as:
prod(D) = msgs(ref (D1 ), . . . , ref (Dn ))
Per delete query
Let isDeleted be the condition that is true if and only if a row from a delta table is a
deleted row. Suppose table Dj with primary key pk has foreign keys to it from production
tables. In theory, this approach would increase the required network messages by:
Synchronizer → Destination DB:
Destination DB → Synchronizer:

msgs(πpk (σisDeleted (Dj )))
msgs( | σisDeleted (Dj ) | bits )

In practice, however, separate queries are required for each deleted row. The overhead
inherent to these queries largely outweighs the data size of the actual key values. Due to
this, no accurate value for prod(D) can be given here, though it can be noted that it is
proportional to the number of deleted rows that can have references to it from production
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tables. Let canHaveP rodRef be the condition that is true if and only if the table in which
the row resides is the target of one or more foreign keys from production tables:
prod(D) ∝ | σcanHaveP rodRef ∧ isDeleted (Dj ) |

5.5

Housing the synchronizer

In this section it is investigated which physical locations are “good” options to place the
synchronizer. The physical location at which the synchronizer resides, directly determines
which connections between the synchronizer and other actors are physical network connections. Important connections, depicted in figure 5.1, are:
• Connection C1 between the source database and the destination database.
• Connection C2 between the synchronizer and the source database.
• Connection C3 between the synchronizer and the destination database.
For a given location, there are a number of properties for its link to another location:
• Available downstream bandwidth.
• Available upstream bandwidth.
• Latency.
In a realistic setting, these properties often have a positive correlation. This observation is
based on the geographic separation of locations: Shipping data to a far away location is
costly as it can be expected that more routers and network segments must be used at the
same time. This has its negative consequences for latency as well.
Note that due to the structure of the situation, any connection Ci cannot perform worse
than both of the other links combined. For example, if data is shipped over C1 , it would
not perform worse than first shipping it over C2 , followed by shipping it over C3 , which
would have the same effect.
The synchronizer is assumed to be the only comparer. Furthermore, the application resides
on exactly one physical machine. In this setting, there are only few machines on which the
synchronizer could reside. These possible locations are:
• The machine that runs the source RDBMS.
• The machine that runs the destination RDBMS.
• Another machine.
It would actually make sense to house the synchronizer on one of the database machines. By
doing so, the synchronizer can have local access to a database. This not only prevents usage
of physical network connections, but it also avoids usage of network protocols. Another
advantage is that, simply said, less machines are required. However, machine resources are
shared in this setup.
When one chooses to house the synchronizer on a database machine, the question becomes
which of both machines it should be put on. For both possible choices, advantages and
disadvantages are listed:
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• When using the ‘entire row’ output strategy, all fields of rows from the source database
are fetched. However, for rows from the destination database, only key values need
to be shipped. When the synchronizer is housed on the source machine, the least
amount of data needs to be shipped over the network.
• Suppose the synchronizer is housed on the destination machine. Now, the synchronizer has local access to production data, so network costs for finding production
dependencies are nullified.
• For typical cases of Definition Synchronization, the hardware of the destination machine is significantly better than that of the source machine. This is because the
destination machine is the production machine. Better hardware means faster I/O’s
and faster execution of computational operators.
• The presence of the synchronizer on the destination machine could pose a small risk
to business functions. As resources are shared, end-users could have to wait longer
for requests to complete.
In the next chapter, measurements for the different settings, including the choice of where to
house the synchronizer, are presented. These measurements were gathered by the developed
prototype in a setting that is deemed representable for practical cases. Other settings
explained in sections and chapters previous to this one are studied as well.
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Experiments and Results
During this research, a prototype was created which implements the developed solution.
The purpose of this prototype is to evaluate the solution by measuring the performance
in practical situations. In this chapter, the results are presented which emerged from the
gathered measurements.
The correctness of the prototype itself is validated by comparing its output with that of
the already existing solution at Quinity - the ‘reference solution’. It is important to note
that the output of the two solutions are not necessarily identical. However, the output of
the prototype contains at least the information that the output of the reference solution
contains, meaning that it is at least as good in terms of functionality. Note, however, that
the performance aspect is where the focus lies in the rest of this chapter.
All obtained measurements originate from practical implementations of the developed solutions. For this research, the most important aspect of this is the usage of existing RDBMS.
Standard techniques like SQL are used to fetch required data from the databases. For both
the prototype and the reference solution it holds that total control over physical data is
impossible.
The rest of this chapter is split as follows: First in section 6.1, the used infrastructure
with which measurements were made is presented. Then, in section 6.2, the performance
of the developed solution is compared with the performance of the reference solution in
a practical case. In section 6.3, the prototype itself is presented in more detail. Then,
in section 6.4, the results from applying the prototype to a range of different cases of
Definition Synchronization are presented. In section 6.5, the effects of external factors (e.g.
environmental variables) on the performance of the prototype are investigated. Finally, in
section 6.6, recommended settings for the developed solution are listed.

6.1

The infrastructure

All measurements were obtained by utilising the same infrastructure as much as possible.
The infrastructure includes the hardware, software and network connections. These aspects
have a direct impact on the results of obtained measurements. Obtaining measurements
with a different infrastructure will lead to different results in general. Note that it is impossible to take all situations into account, therefore it was decided to gather all measurements
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in a fixed infrastructure which setup is as realistic as possible. The various elements within
the infrastructure are:
Hardware of the source machine
This machine is a Dell Optiplex 210L, which has an Intel Celeron 3,06 GHz
processor, 1 gibibyte (GiB) of main memory and a 40 gigabyte (GB)1 ‘SATA hard
drive’ running at 7200 rotations per minute (rpm).
Hardware of the destination machine
This machine is a Dell Optiplex 360, which has an Intel Pentium Dual 2.2
GHz processor, 2 GiB of main memory and a 160 GB ‘SATA hard drive’ running at
7200 rpm.
In a realistic situation, the destination machine (production) has better hardware than
the source machine (design). Therefore, in the used infrastructure, the destination
machine features significantly better hardware than the source machine as well.
Software on the source machine
On the source machine, the following software runs:
• The 32-bit version of Windows XP Professional SP3.
• The Windows version of DB2 Universal Database 9.5.2 (the RDBMS).
• The Java Runtime Environment, version 1.6.0 17.
Software on the destination machine
On the destination machine, the following software runs:
• The 32-bit version of CentOS 4.4. For practical reasons, CentOS was run as a
virtual machine. Due to this, additional software layers were present, including
the 32-bit version of Windows XP Professional SP3 which served as host
system. VMware Workstation 7 was used to virtualize CentOS. Note that all
available physical resources were exclusively reserved for CentOS.
• The Linux version of DB2 Universal Database 9.5.0 (the RDBMS).
• The Java Runtime Environment, version 1.6.0 17.
Network connection
The connection between the source and destination machine has a capacity of one
gigabit per second (1 Gb/s) and a latency of less than one millisecond.

6.2
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The developed solution was created to be applicable to the form and product definition
system cases. These cases are subject to a number of properties that make them unique. In
general, such properties define the space within which a case of Definition Synchronization
can exist. The varying nature of these properties must be taken into account. For now, a
specific but important case is used. This case is subject to the following properties:
The type of data The data consists of form definitions.
1 1 GiB = 230 bytes, 1 GB = 109 bytes. Though ‘1 GiB’ and ‘1 GB’ are often assumed to be equal
quantaties, they differ by a small margin (approximately 7%).
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Total data size The number of rows in the source database is around 330.000. Due to
frequent synchronization, the number of rows belonging to form definitions is also
around 330.000 on the destination machine.
This case is used to compare the two available solutions (the prototype and the reference
solution). The prototype, however, has features which the reference solution lacks, such as
determining dependencies. The effects of these features are minimized by merely focusing
on the comparison of rows. For this, a situation was used where the form definitions are
fully ‘in sync’ between both databases, as this returns empty delta tables. Aspects such as
determining dependencies are dealt with in section 6.4.
To compare tables, the prototype uses an implementation of ZZ-compare-extended (from
section 3.3.2). Here, the RDBMS is used to retrieve rows in sorted order. As output
strategy, the ‘all keys output’ strategy is chosen, with the modification that all foreign key
values are ignored as they only help to determine dependencies. The prototype is housed
on the source machine, as is the case for the reference solution too.
The reference solution compares data between both databases, but leaves the manner to
do so over to the RDBMS. Therefore, specific features and implementations of the used
RDBMS (in this case DB2) play a major role. Like the reference solution, the prototype is
implemented in Java. JDBC is used to communicate with both RDBMS.
For both solutions, several measurements are gathered. Prior to each measurement, all involved data is removed from database caches. Also, required software libraries are preloaded
in main memory. Statistics on database data are up to date, so the RDBMS can use them
when needed. The worst and best run for each solution are filtered, leading to the results
found in figure 6.1.
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Figure 6.1
As can be concluded from figure 6.1, the prototype is significantly faster than the reference
solution for this case with the used infrastructure. Furthermore, it is noteworthy that the
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reference solution only returns a list of ‘main rows’ from ‘entity instances’. Due to this,
their changed attributive rows have to be redetermined when a designer issues the actual
synchronization of entity instances.
Having examined why the reference solution is slower, it appears that inadequate implementations of DB2 are largely to blame: DB2 version 9 is unable to perform a full outer
join in a single run, as deduced from part of the query plan of an arbitrary table, depicted
in figure 6.2.

Figure 6.2: Partial query plan for an arbitrary table. DB2 simulates a ‘full outer join’ by
the union of a ‘left outer join’ and a ‘right outer join’.
The splitting of the ‘full outer join’ by DB2 results in duplicate data shipping over the network, as can be observed from the two SHIP operations in the query plan. After performing
network analysis, it shows that the amount of data shipped from the destination machine
to the source machine indeed roughly differs by a factor two between both solutions. See
figure 6.3.
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Switching to a different RDBMS could lead to performance increases for the reference
solution. However, demanding such a step is undesirable, as this would seriously limit the
portability of the solution.
Compared to the reference solution, the prototype is much less dependent on specific features and implementations of the used RDBMS.

6.3

The prototype

Now that the prototype has been compared with the reference solution, the prototype itself
will be presented in more detail. The goal here is go give the reader sufficient knowledge to
understand results that are presented in the next section. In this section, the abilities and
limitations of the prototype are elaborated.
An important aspect of the prototype is that it runs alongside an RDBMS. This makes the
prototype applicable in practical situations. One of the features of an RDBMS is that it
has efficient ways to process physical data, such as sequential storage of data blocks on
disk. The prototype redirects such I/O operations to the RDBMS. The problem with this
however, is that modern RDBMS work as a “black box”, which means that there is very
limited control over its internal functions from the outside.
6.3.1

The substeps of the prototype

The prototype supports determining syncable units of data in three consecutive steps:
1. Compare the datasets.
2. Build the dependency graph.
3. Filter ‘deleted rows’ with production references from the graph.
Step 1
For the first step, the ZZ-compare-extended algorithm is used. Here, the RDBMS is
used to fetch rows sorted on primary key values. The prototype fetches the rows from
both databases in parallel to minimize response times. The actual fetching of sorted rows
happens iteratively; the RDBMS knows this. It is up to the RDBMS to use this knowledge
to choose the best fetching strategy.
Resulting delta tables are stored in main memory. Although merely storing these tables in
main memory seems to limit the applicability of the prototype, there are good reasons to
do this:
• Required storage for existing cases of Definition Synchronization is relatively small
(less than 100 MB). Furthermore, only the rows that have changed are of importance
to this step, which in practice is expected to be only a fraction of the total data.
• Modern RDBMS provide not enough control to efficiently transfer the delta tables to.
Using techniques like SQL brings significant overhead, as it is not meant to be used
for transferring entire tables.
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Depending on the internal settings of the prototype, the first step could require extra work
in order to save work in the third step. More on this in step three.
Step 2
For the second step of the prototype, the dependency graph is build in main memory as well.
In section 4.4.2, it was concluded that efficient graph building requires joins. As the delta
tables are stored in main memory, a ‘nested loop join’ can be used. However, the prototype
uses a main memory sort-join, to stick as close to the theoretical solution as possible.
Step 3
The prototype chooses to deal with production dependencies by flagging ‘deleted rows’ that
have them as ‘unsyncable’ (see section 4.5.4). This means that the graph built in step two
is broken down a bit, by filtering unsyncable rows.
Of course, production dependencies still have to be determined. The three different approaches to do this are implemented by the prototype as follows:
Add “hasProdRef” attribute (from section 4.5.1)
When fetching rows from the destination database (in step one), extra work is performed by determining whether there are production references to fetched rows. These
Boolean values are added as the extra attribute “hasProdRef”. As DB2 does not support Boolean values, the single character datatype is used instead, where ‘1’ is true
and ‘0’ is false.
During this step (step three), the data from the “hasProdRef” attribute is merely
read.
Fetch distinct references (from section 4.5.2)
This approach fetches distinct production references by queries, which are executed
during this step (step three). After fetching, the prototype performs a main memory
sort join in order to determine which of the ‘deleted rows’ have production references
to them.
Per delete query (from section 4.5.3)
This approach issues separate queries for each ‘deleted row’, which are executed during
this step (step three). The queries are executed by using parameterized queries, in
the form of JDBC’s PreparedStatement object. As such, the RDBMS can reuse
the query plan for each deleted row from the same table.
6.3.2

Internal settings of the prototype

The prototype has a number of internal settings which influence the manner in which the
prototype determines syncable units of data. For the gathered measurements, only two
internal settings of the prototype are of interest:
The approach to determine production dependencies The possible settings are:
• Approach: Add “hasProdRef” attribute
• Approach: Fetch distinct references
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• Approach: Per delete query
The output strategy The possible settings are:
• Output strategy: Entire row (from section 5.3.1).
• Output strategy: All key values (from section 5.3.3).

6.4

Different cases of Definition Synchronization

In section 6.2, specific properties belonging to a specific case were used. Also, the focus
was solely on the comparison of data. From now on, the focus lies on how the prototype
deals with the properties that vary between cases of Definition Synchronization. Also, the
part of the solution that determines dependencies plays a role.
For Definition Synchronization, properties which could directly affect the duration to determine syncable units of data are:
The source data
The destination data
For both the source and destination data, the number of involved rows can differ by
large amounts. Furthermore, the combination of source data and destination data
determines the total number of differences (i.e. inserts, deletes and updates).
The structure of the data
The table schemes determine the maximum amount of required storage per row.
Foreign keys between tables can affects the number of dependencies. Note that table
schemes and foreign keys between tables are known for the form and product definition
system; the systems on which this research focuses.
Another aspect of the structure of the data is the distribution of data across tables.
This can be very different for each application.
As will be discussed in section 6.5, certain external factors play a role as well. For now,
however, the focus lies on the above properties.
6.4.1

Generated datasets

Instead of using available datasets, the used datasets were generated. Generating sets makes
it easier and more accurate to deal with specific sizes and distributions of data. To generate
datasets, a separate generator was created that supports the desired functionalities.
Effort was put into giving the generated sets certain properties, such that they resemble
realistic situations as much as possible. Three existing cases were used from which the
properties (e.g. table sizes and distributions) were extracted:
Case 1: The form definition system within “Quinity project A”.
Case 2: The product definition system within “Quinity project A”.
Case 3: The form definition system within “Quinity project B”.
This latter case differs from case 1 in that a form definition consists of much less
attributive rows.
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To guarantee a set ratio of differences between two datasets, the generator can be configured
such that it results two datasets that are subject to the set ratio of differences. From this
setup, it follows that for each generated set of source data, a corresponding set of destination
data exists.
To be able to properly study the effect of each type of difference, seven different configurations were used to generate datasets. These configurations are named and presented in
table 6.1.
“fully synced”
“some inserts”
“some deletes”
“some updates”
“many inserts”
“many deletes”
“many updates”

Ratio inserts
0%
1%
0,01%
0,01%
10%
0,01%
0,01%

Ratio deletes
0%
0,01%
1%
0,01%
0,01%
10%
0,01%

Ratio updates
0%
0,01%
0,01%
1%
0,01%
0,01%
10%

Table 6.1: Used configurations to generate datasets.
Another important variable that has not been established for the datasets, it their absolute
size. It was chosen to vary on two possible values:
• Data sets of normal size for the case.
• Data sets of tenfold size for the case.
These values are chosen in such a way that the absolute number of differences can be
kept constant while still having differences in size of the entire datasets. For example, the
absolute number of inserts for a ‘normal’ sized set configured with “many inserts” is equal
to a ‘tenfold’ sized set configured with “some inserts”. In summary, a total of 42 (three
times seven times two) pairs of source and target datasets are generated.
6.4.2

Measurements

The measurements of the following results were gathered by using the generated datasets,
described above. Only the developed prototype was used to obtain the measurements.
For each unique configuration of settings, five separate measurements were gathered. Of
these five measurements, the slowest and fastest one were ignored for this analysis. This was
done to limit the impact of measurements which are not representative, due to unforeseen
circumstances. Before each measurement, database caches were emptied.
• First it is investigated which steps of the prototype require the most time. These
results are determined by the average proportions over all measurements. Absolute
data sizes are compensated for, so small sized sets have equal influence to these
results. The average proportion of the duration to determine syncable units of data
is found in figure 6.4.
It can be concluded that building the dependency graph (step 2) hardly affects the
performance. On the other hand, comparing datasets (step 1) is responsible for most
of the required time. However, when using the extra “hasProdRef” attribute, almost
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Average proportion of the duration to
determine syncable units of data
0,3%
6,7%

Step 1: Comparing datasets
Step 2: Building dependency
graph
Step 3: Filtering deletes with
production references
93%

Figure 6.4
all required work to determine production dependencies is performed in the first step.
Therefore, the average proportions are split according to the different approaches to
determine production dependencies. This leads to the proportions found in figure 6.5.
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Figure 6.5
In figure 6.6, average absolute durations can be found for each of the different approaches to determine production dependencies, split on the different data sizes.
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Figure 6.6
It seems that ‘fetching distinct references’ is the best approach over all cases. Now,
types of changes are taken into account too. For this, only the largest case is addressed; results are found in figure 6.7.
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Figure 6.7
The clear outlier in figure 6.7 is not very surprising, given that a lot of queries are
performed, each with its overhead. However, it can be noticed that using separate
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queries for other types of datasets is a little bit faster.
If the number of ‘deleted rows’ is small, it is best to use the ‘per delete query’
approach. In all examined cases, using the ‘fetching distinct references’ approach is
a good choice.

• One can be under the presumption that the absolute size of the datasets largely
determine the total duration. However, as there exist operations that are only carried
out on ‘changed rows’, this presumption might be false. Therefore, the effect of the
absolute number of differences to the total duration is examined. In figure 6.8, the
absolute number of differences is kept constant for each case, while the data sizes are
varied upon.
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changes
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changes

40
20
0
Case 1

Case 2
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Figure 6.8
As can be concluded, the absolute number of differences between datasets has no
significant impact on the duration to determine syncable units of data.
Instead, when absolute sizes from the datasets are set out against the duration, a
clear correlation becomes visible. This is depicted in figure 6.9.
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Figure 6.9
The presumption that the absolute size of the datasets largely determines the total
duration seem to be correct as a linear relation is visible. Although the amount of
rows is the key factor, there are other factors that have influence as well. This can
best be read from the third and fourth datum (from left to right) in figure 6.9. Here,
both data points are very close together, but they are on opposite sides of the straight
line that depicts the trend for all points. These two points are respectively case 2
(product definitions) in tenfold size and case 1 (form definitions) in normal size.
After analysis, it turns out that the amount of data in bytes is virtually identical
between both cases, so this could not be the explanation for the deviation. The
difference that is actually present between both cases, is the structure of the data.
And as it turns out, the deviation can be explained by this difference: Production
data refers in much larger proportions to product definitions than to form definitions.
For rows, this results in longer average durations to check for production references.
• For analysis of different output strategies, only the first step of the prototype matters.
In figure 6.10, both output strategies are set off against the different cases.
Benefits for using the ‘all key values’ strategy increases as the size of datasets grow.
The explanation for this lies at the RDBMS on the source machine (the query to the
RDBMS on the destination machine is the same for both strategies). The duration
to fetch data is not scaling linearly with the amount of data, which might be due to
bad plans DB2 employs to fetch data in a sorted manner.
While it seems that the ‘all key values’ strategy always performs better, this does not
necessarily have to be the case in the bigger picture: The purpose of the synchronizer
is the actual synchronization of rows, for which all fields of the row are required.
Missing fields must therefore be fetched afterwards. If only a fraction of all data must
eventually be synchronized, it seems that the ‘all key values’ strategy is a good choice,
especially for large datasets.
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Figure 6.10

6.5

External factors

During this research, it was attempted to take external factors into account, which could
directly affect the duration to determine syncable units of data. These factors are related
to the environment in which synchronization happens. The following factors were chosen
to be varied upon:
The machine that houses the prototype The tested variations are:
• The source machine.
• The destination machine.
Conventions for RDBMS settings The tested variations are:
• Conventions at the reference situation.
• Conventions at the reference situation plus the addition of a ‘big index’ on tables that
are compared. For each table, the ‘big index’ is built on the primary key, followed by
all their foreign keys and their identifier of the most recent change.
• Conventions at reference situation plus the addition that the primary key index is
explicitly set as the clustering index.
The network connection The tested variations are:
• The internal network (this is the reference situation).
• The internet connection. This connection has a maximum throughput of 500 kilobytes
per second (KB/s) and a latency of 15 milliseconds.
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• The internal network, but with a maximum throughput of 500 KB/s.
The network connection is, for practical reasons, the only element of the infrastructure that
is varied upon.
6.5.1

Measurements

As with the results from the previous section, the following results apply to the generated
datasets. Again, the developed prototype is used for all measurements and caches are cleared
before the start of each measurement. Again, five separate measurements are gathered for
each unique setting, of which the fastest and slowest are ignored.
• First it is investigated whether housing the prototype on the destination machine is
wise. Advantages and disadvantages for doing so were listed in section 5.5. Although
the destination machine is significantly faster, more network shipping is required when
the ‘entire row’ output strategy is used. Results with regard to duration are found in
figure 6.11.
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Figure 6.11
The placement of the prototype only marginally matters to the total duration. For
the ‘entire row’ output strategy, the total duration becomes even longer when the
prototype is housed on the destination machine since more data must be fetched and
shipped over the network.
Housing the prototype on the destination machine does seem beneficial when the
‘all key values’ strategy is used. This is primarily due to determining production
dependencies as the prototype now has local access to the production data. For this
aspect alone, average duration is reduced with 47%.
For each approach, the effects of the types of differences are re-examined. Again,
only the largest case is addressed. Figure 6.12 contains the results.
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Figure 6.12
In contrast to figure 6.7, no clear outlier is visible. The conclusions previously made
also remain valid in cases where the prototype is housed on the destination machine.
• Now, the effect of different conventions for RDBMS settings are examined. These
conventions affect the efficiency with which the RDBMS fetches required data. Therefore, the various conventions are set off against the different output strategies. Only
case 1 shall be depicted, as differences in measurements are mostly reflected here due
to its relatively large data size. Results are found in figures 6.13 and 6.14.
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Figure 6.14
Adding ‘big indexes’ only brings significant performance boosts when the ‘all key
values’ strategy is used and datasets are relatively large in size. In any case, explicitly
setting the primary key index as the clustering index is, in general, a wise thing to do
unless specific reasons exists not to do so.
• Finally, the effects of varying the network connection is investigated. For all results
so far, the internal network was used, which has sufficient capacity. In figure 6.15,
the effect of the varying network conditions on the average duration are presented.
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Figure 6.15
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For all cases and sizes, the same pattern emerges: Limiting the network throughput
leads to significantly longer durations. After investigation, it shows that durations
roughly start to increase when network throughput is limited to 3 MB/s. Apparently,
at this point, the bottleneck shifts from fetching data to shipping data.
Although both the internet connection and the limited network have the same maximum throughput of 500 KB/s, the difference in average duration between both is
significant. For the internet connection, the average duration roughly scales linearly
with the size of data. Therefore it is unlikely that the increased latency has a significant role, as this would more likely result in a constant increase in duration for
each case. Nevertheless, additional uncertainties exist in the setting where the internet connection was used. For example, other applications from other machines could
have been using the same internet connection at the same time, thus limiting the
available bandwidth even more.

6.6

Conclusions and recommendations

As was concluded in section 6.2, the newly developed solution performs significantly better
than the reference solution for the studied case. Furthermore, it was identified that the required duration is directly related to the amount of involved data. It was also identified that
network conditions can have a significant impact on performance. Now, the recommended
path through the variable settings of the developed solution are listed. The variable settings
within the solution are:
• The row data output strategy (section 5.3).
• The choice of the machine from which the synchronization is managed (section 5.5).
• The approach to find production dependencies (section 4.5).
The following recommendations largely follow from the obtained results seen in this chapter.
As such, these recommendations are only based on performance. The recommended settings
of the solution are:
• The ‘all key values’ row data output strategy is recommended when at least one of
the following two conditions holds:
1. It is expected that only a fraction of involved rows (e.g. less than 1%) will be
synchronized.
2. Datasets are relatively large in size (e.g. over a million rows) and involved tables
have indexes built on the primary key followed by all their foreign keys and their
identifier of the most recent change.
Otherwise, the ‘entire row’ output strategy is recommended.
• When the ‘all key values’ output strategy is used, the destination machine is the
recommended choice to manage the synchronization from. Otherwise there is no
recommended choice.
• To find production dependencies, using the ‘fetching distinct references’ approach
is the recommended choice in general. However, if the number of ‘deleted rows’ is
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known to be very small (e.g. less than 0,01%), the recommended approach to find
production dependencies is ‘per delete query’.
It should be noted that certain solutions are more difficult to implement than others. Specifically, the ‘all key values’ output strategy leads to more complex steps in the entire synchronization process. In a commercial setting, such considerations should be taken into account
when using the above recommendations.
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Incremental Data Migration
In this short chapter, results are presented regarding Incremental Data Migration. In the
introduction chapter, the problem of Incremental Data Migration was presented (see section 1.2.3).
The developed prototype primarily implements the solution developed for Definition Synchronization. Effort was put into using the prototype on behalf of Incremental Data Migration. In section 7.1, reusabilty of the developed solution is investigated. Note that this
research regards reusability as one of the key factors that determine the overall quality of
a solution. In section 7.2, absolute measurements are presented to provide the reader with
more insight and context.

7.1

Reusing solution

For Incremental Data Migration, the prototype only needs to determine which rows are
inserted, updated and deleted. For this, only the first step of the prototype - comparing
tables - needs to be performed.
Here, the prototype cannot be related with other solutions as there exist none for this
problem. As such, it cannot be concluded whether the prototype performs well for this
problem. However, being able to reuse the prototype increases the reusability of the solution.
Note that validation of the reusability is limited to the comparison of tables.
The prototype was successfully reused. The results that were output by the prototype (the
number of inserts, updates and deletes) were consistent over multiple measurements. The
results are expected to be correct, but this cannot be guaranteed as the output could not
be compared with other proven solutions.

7.2

Absolute results

In this section, the exact aspects and results shall be presented to provide the reader with
more insight.
Only a single case of data migration was used due to the large scale of the involved datasets.
For this case, two separate datasets were extracted from a legacy system and stored in a
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RDBMS. Both datasets were stored on the same machine, but in different databases1 that
were similarly schemed. The prototype was housed on the same machine, so it had local
access to both databases.
7.2.1

Environmental aspects of the case

The most important aspects influencing absolute durations during measurement were as
follows:
Total data size
The first dataset consists of 500.444.926 rows, requiring approximately 272 gigabytes
of storage. The second dataset consists of 526.724.534 rows, requiring approximately
287 gigabytes of storage.
Hardware of the used machine
The used machine is a Dell PowerEdge 2950, which has an Intel Xeon 3 GHz
processor, 32 GiB of main memory and four 300 GB ‘SAS hard drives’ running at
10000 rpm. The four hard drives were used in a ‘RAID 5’ configuration.
Availability of a persistent unique key
To match rows between the two datasets, a unique key needs to be present and its
values must be persistent. Here, persistency means that the values were existent in
the legacy system as well, such that they are part of the extract. For the used case,
a persistent unique key was present, so matching rows was possible.
Availability of the identifier of the most recent change
In the used datasets, no identifiers for most recent changes were present. As such, this
“shortcut” to compare two rows could not be used. Thus, to distinguish an ‘updated
row’ from a ‘synced row’, all the separate fields were compared. The order in which
fields were compared was the same as the ordering of the corresponding attributes in
the table schema.
Availability of indexes
For both datasets, no indexes were available. The manner in which rows were fetched
sorted was left to the RDBMS.
Structure of the data
The datasets are treated as a unstructured collection of tables as no foreign keys are
explicitly defined. As such, none of the tables were regarded as ‘attributive tables’.
In this setting, the ZZ-compare-extended algorithm is similar to the ZZ-compare
algorithm.
7.2.2

Measurements and results

For the used case, the exact results are as follows:
• Of all rows, 28.216.710 were inserted, 3.374.978 were updated and 1.937.102 were
deleted. In total, 495.132.846 rows were already in sync between both datasets.
1 Though the datasets were stored using the same RDBMS. Modern RDBMS often support the creation
of multiple database instances.
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• Four different measurements were performed, each requiring between 272 and 277
minutes of time.
To obtain rows from a table in sorted order, the RDBMS must perform a full table sort
since no sorted indexes are available. The required duration for this operation is expected
to the roughly similar to the time between issuing the query and obtaining the first result.2
For each measurement, the cumulative time between issuing the query and obtaining the
first result ranges from 93 to 97 minutes. On average, this aspect requires 34, 6% of the
total time.
As the RDBMS can cache parts of the sorted table in main memory during the full table
sort, it cannot be concluded that merely the other 65, 4% of the total time is required when
sorted indexes are available. In any case, having sorted indexes reduces the average duration
by at most 34, 6%. As indexes can be created parallel to filling the tables themselves, it
could be beneficial to do so but this is not tested.
In practice, other solutions likely perform better. Note that for this research, the problem
of Incremental Data Migration is only of interest for investigating the reusability of the
developed solution.

7.3

Recommendations

Though formally out of scope for this research, some recommendations will be made regarding Incremental Data Migration.
In contrast to Definition Synchronization, involved RDBMS are specially set up for each case
of Incremental Data Migration. As such, recommending the usage of a specific RDBMS
is allowed here. In practice, a solution that is based on an RDBMS’s native ‘full outer
hash-join’ is expected to perform particularly well. Oracle 11g is an example of such an
RDBMS.
The required time to compare datasets is expected to be roughly similar between subsequent increments. As a result, using an incremental approach for data migration is not
recommended when the bottleneck does not lie at the further processing of data in the
migration chain.

2 To

obtain the first row in order, all other rows must have been considered.
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Formulating Performance Patterns
In this short chapter, the possibility to formulate ‘performance patterns’ is investigated.
In section 1.4, the concept of performance pattern was introduced. The manner in which
performance pattern should be formulated for solutions involving relational databases has
already been documented [14].
A performance pattern is a tool which documents generic solutions for common performance
problems. As such, being able to formulate a performance pattern from one or more solutions
would increase the amount of reusability for these solutions.
To be able to make effective use of a performance pattern in practice, it should be clear
in detail to which situations the pattern applies. The solution itself should be described
in detail too, enabling any developer to apply it straightforwardly. Being straightforwardly
applicable is an important property of any performance pattern.
In section 8.1, it is discussed for which performance problems a performance pattern should
be formulated. In appendixes A and B, the formulated performance patterns can be found.

8.1

Candidate solutions

In this section, it is discussed which solutions that had part in this research, are candidates
to use in performance patterns. Thus for clarity, only situations with which this research is
concerned are discussed.
As some of the developed solutions were not properly tested for performance - for its
own reasons - it would be impossible to claim they perform well. For example, using
secondary storage to store delta tables and the dependency graph was not implemented
in the prototype, thus no measurements for this aspect were gathered, thus no concrete
performance pattern can be formulated that involves it.
Actually, the only relevant solutions are those for which performance measurements were
gathered by the developed prototype. Furthermore, only aspects that can actually be controlled by a developer play a role. Thus, only the following five classes to which developed
solutions belong, could be used for formulating performance patterns:
1. The methods to compare tables.
2. The approaches to determine production dependencies.
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3. The output strategies.
4. The choices for the machine to house the synchronizer on.
5. The conventions for RDBMS settings.
Note that underlying performance problems should be common, in order to formulate effective performance patterns. Though it can be argued what one considers to be common,
this research only considers the first and final item from the list to be commonly enough.
The second, third and fourth item were only identified for Definition Synchronization. Although multiple cases for Definition Synchronization exist (i.e. ‘form definition system’ and
‘product definition system’), the differences between them have no influence to the set of
solutions that can be used, or those that can best be used. Initially, it was expected that
specific structures between tables would have a significant impact on performance, but this
turns out not to be the case. If solutions would have been dependent on such structures,
the - in that case - limited solutions may have been generalized.
Existing literature already discusses in detail which conventions for RDBMS settings can
best be used in which cases. As this aspect would lead to a performance pattern that
formulates a best practice, it would contain too little detail for developers to be really
useful. As such, conventions for RDBMS settings will be ignored too.
The aspect of comparing tables does provide a good possibility for formulating a performance
pattern. This is strengthened by the fact that this aspect is responsible for more than 90%
of the required duration during gathered measurements for Definition Synchronization. For
the problem of Incremental Data Migration, the comparison of tables was also a critical
aspect. In order to obtain a generalized problem from both Definition Synchronization
and Incremental Data Migration, various specific concepts are dropped, including entity
instances and separated databases. In appendix A, the formulated performance pattern can
be found.
Also, a performance pattern to determine ‘syncable units of data’ is formulated. This
pattern, which can be found in appendix B, describes an approach that serves as a tool to
provide reusability on a slightly higher level.
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Chapter 9

Conclusion
After fully covering the developed solution in previous chapters, the conclusion of this
research shall be drawn. For this, the research results that make up the solution are summarized. In the final section, future work is listed.

9.1

Research results

The various aspects dealt with in this thesis all serve to answer the research question. This
question, that was formulated in the introductory chapter, is:
“To what extent can efficient reusable solutions be defined for determining units of
data which can be synchronized, on behalf of data synchronizing, between two sets
of entity instances in separated relational databases?”
On the global level, only a single solution is identified that provides an efficient approach to
the main problem of the research. This solution is described later in this section. It is likely
that no other approaches exist to the exact problem that are as efficient. The solution is
sufficiently generic to be applicable to all cases within the bounds of the problem, while it
is likely that adequate performance is maintained.
A number of sub questions have been formulated to deal with the involved aspects in greater
detail. On this level, different partial solutions and considerations are present.
Techniques to efficiently deal with the separation of databases are found in existing literature from the field of distributed databases. Such techniques, like ‘parallel comparison’
and ‘semi-join programs’ have little direct influence to the developed solution. However,
the ideas behind these techniques prove to be of direct value as they are used to create
the different row data output strategies (i.e. ‘fetching only key data’ opposed to ‘just
fetching everything’) and they toss the question of where the system should manage the
synchronization from (i.e. the source machine, destination machine or an external machine).
To find units of data which can be synchronized, it is determined that all two corresponding
tables must be compared to obtain all rows that have no equal row in the other table. These
rows are (partially) copied to a temporary table - the ‘delta table’. To compare tables, join
algorithms to calculate the ‘full outer join’ must be employed, such as the ‘zig-zag join’ from
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existing literature through which the problem at hand requires a minimal number of I/O’s in
theory. This zig-zag approach for comparing is extended to enable effective comparison of
‘entity instances’, which are rows in multiple tables that belong together in the underlying
application. In practice, modern RDBMS are used to retrieve row data through SQL. It is
important to note that for practical applications the used RDBMS can limit the effectiveness
of any solution involving join algorithms.
In contrast to what was expected at the beginning of this research, recurring structures in
relations between tables turn out to be of no importance to developed solutions. As such,
no specific structures contained in database designs require custom solutions. This results
in less complex solutions that are more applicable than originally expected.
On the global level, a single efficient solution, comprising three steps, is identified to determine units of data which can be synchronized:
1. Determine the approach which tells which data must be shipped in which manner
over the network.
2. Compare all corresponding tables to determine all delta tables.
3. Build a dependency structure from which it can be read which units of data can be
synchronized.
No efficient solutions are found during this research that do not fit this framework. The
collection of solutions for specific parts of the research problem can be considered as the
entire developed solution. For some parts of the problem, multiple solutions are created,
each with its range of situations in which it performs best.
For the first step, different ‘row data output strategies’ are developed. Also, the choices of
the machine from which the synchronization should be managed are investigated. Together,
they make up the approach which tells which data must be shipped in which manner over
the network.
For the second step, the extended zig-zag approach for comparing is developed, which
approach is based on doing multiple ‘full outer joins’. In practice, its performance is more
predictable than one that is based on SQL, but it could be a bit slower. Resulting ‘delta
tables’ contain data from the original rows, along with flags to indicate the type of difference
for each row. Which data from the original rows is included, follows from the used ‘row
data output strategy’.
For the final step, a logic is developed that acts as a dictionary to translate rows and foreign
key references between them to ‘dependencies’, indicating rows that must be synchronized
along when synchronizing the row that is dependent on them. This ‘dependency logic’ is
used to build a dependency graph which involves all rows from delta tables. Additional complexities exist due to ‘production references’, which are foreign key references from external
tables at the destination database. When ‘production dependencies’ are present, some rows
in the delta tables can never be synchronized without violating referential constraints. All
such ‘production dependencies’ should be determined, although the preferred manner to
deal with them is application-specific. Three different approaches for finding ‘production
dependencies’ are identified (one based on fetching additional data at the time of comparison, one based on fetching additional data as a final step, and one based on querying every
row with possible production dependencies).
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.0

Solutions are implemented by a prototype to study their effects on performance in a wide
range of situations. In investigated cases at Quinity, the prototype performs significantly
better than already existing solutions, while adding functionality.
Solutions to compare corresponding tables are applicable to the two research problems.
Some solutions are formulated as performance patterns to increase their applicability to
similar, common problems.

9.2

Future work

Within the problem domain
As proven by the prototype, the developed solution can be directly applicable. However,
there is likely room for future improvements as certain aspects can still limit the effectiveness
of the developed solution.
Primarily, this research treats involved databases as if they are offline. This means that other
processes make no changes to involved data during the synchronization process. When such
changes can happen, it is likely that the developed solution must be extended to preserve
correctness. The form of such an extension and its effects on performance are unknown.
A designer starts a synchronization session by running a ‘synchronizer’, which is application
that gathers the output of the developed solution. This study assumes that the ‘synchronizer’ is a single application on a single machine. Although this simplest approach suffices, it
could be interesting to study the effects on performance when “spreading” the synchronizer
over multiple machines.
Outside the problem domain
It could be interesting to study the applicability of the developed solution for derivative
problems. For example; which effects occur when the source database and/or the destination
database store their physical data in a distributed database? What if (some of) these
locations store the physical data of both datasets? This study only considers two locations
where data is physically stored.
It was determined that a RDBMS works as a “black box” in practice, which limits control
over the data from the outside. It could be interesting to study whether there are practical
benefits of including both the source data and destination data in a distributed RDBMS.

Conclusion
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Appendix A

Performance Pattern: Compare Tables
A.1

Problem

Goal
The goal is to compare two given tables S and D, in order to determine all rows that
differ.
Situation
The tables are stored as distinct tables in the same RDBMS. Rows from both tables
can only be equal when both tables have similar table schemes, though it is allowed
that the ordering of attributes differ.
Tables S and D have a unique key K whose values are never recycled. Tables S
and D have a smallest set of attributes A by which it can be determined whether
two corresponding rows from both tables are entirely similar. (In the worst case, A
consists of all attributes, except for those in K as these are already guaranteed to be
equal for any two corresponding rows. In applicable cases, an attribute that stores
the identifier for the most recent change suffices.)
Examples
(1) In order to synchronize product definitions, table P roductT ype at the design environment must be compared with table P roductT ype at the production environment.
P roductT ype’s primary key is chosen as K, whose values are integers that are generated by incrementing the previously generated value. In preparation, the table from
the production environment is already shipped to the design environment. (2) For
Incremental Data Migration, any two corresponding tables belonging to subsequent
increments must be compared.

A.2

Partial solution 1: ZZ-compare

Applicability
In practice, an external application is required which is best placed on the same
machine as the RDBMS.
Description
An external application is used, which implements the ZZ-compare algorithm (algo93

A.2

Partial solution 1: ZZ-compare

rithm 8). Handlers to fetch data from the RDBMS, such as Java’s ResultSet, are
hinted to retrieve rows in sorted order on K.
Algorithm 8: ZZ-compare
input : Tables S and D sorted on the same unique key.
output: Delta table containing rows that differ between S and D.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

rS ← pointer to first row of S
rD ← pointer to first row of D
while key-value(rS ) 6= ∅ and key-value(rD ) 6= ∅ do
if key-value(rS ) < key-value(rD ) then
copy-to-output(rS , INSERTED)
rS ← next(rS )
else if key-value(rS ) > key-value(rD ) then
copy-to-output(rD , DELETED)
rD ← next(rD )
else
if row(rS ) 6= row(rD ) then
copy-to-output(rS , UPDATED)
end
rS ← next(rS )
rD ← next(rD )
end
end
while key-value(rS ) 6= ∅ do
copy-to-output(rS , INSERTED)
rS ← next(rS )
end
while key-value(rD ) 6= ∅ do
copy-to-output(rD , DELETED)
rD ← next(rD )
end

Consequences
• Performance In general, performance is on even grounds with a native ‘full outer
sort-join’ by a RDBMS, which scales optimal (required I/O’s grow linearly with
the number of blocks used to store S and D). The number of required I/O’s
never differs by more than a fixed factor from the “best solution”. This fixed
factor depends on RDBMS-specific implementations.
• Portability The manner in which the RDBMS results rows in sorted order is
RDBMS-specific. In the best cases, the RDBMS makes use of an index on K.
In the worst case, the RDBMS materializes an intermediate table that is sorted.
However, sorting is a basic operation that is very often used in practice; as such,
most modern RDBMS have optimized the performance of this operation. Issues
with respect to portability are expected to be minimal.
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Partial solution 2: SQL query using full outer join

A.4

Relations
This solution is based on the widely known sort-join. In particular, the ‘full outer join’
variant thereof.

A.3

Partial solution 2: SQL query using full outer join

Applicability
The ‘full outer join’ operator must be supported by the RDBMS.
Description
To determine which rows are different, an SQL query is issued in which both tables
are joined by a full outer join. Only corresponding rows that are not similar are part
of the output. Let ∗ be the list of attributes that is part of the output, assuming for
simplicity that K and A each consist of a single attribute, the SQL query becomes:
SELECT *
FROM S FULL OUTER JOIN D
ON S.K = D.K
WHERE ( S.A IS NULL
OR D.A IS NULL
OR S.A != D.A)
From the results, it can be directly concluded which rows are inserted, updated and
deleted from table S.
Consequences
• Performance This solution depends on the ‘full outer join’ operator of the
RDBMS. Depending on the used RDBMS, this solution could perform anywhere
in the range of “best” to “weak”.
In addition, a query plan must be generated, which hard part is choosing the
join algorithm. This adds small, constant costs.
• Portability This solution depends on the ‘full outer join’ operator, which only
some modern RDBMS have optimized. For example, Oracle 11g supports a
native ‘full outer hash-join’, which in certain cases could perform better than
a native ‘full outer sort-join’. On the other hand, DB2 version 9 supports no
native full outer join at all; instead, it simulates one by unifying multiple joins.
Issues with respect to portability could pose a high risk.
Relations
This solution is a modified version of an already existing solution at Quinity (the first
solution used for Definition Synchronization).

A.4

Summary

Performance Pattern: Compare Tables
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Aspect
Performance

ZZ-compare
Good for all cases. (Not
significantly worse than the
best performing solution.)

Portability

In the worst case, the solution depends on sorting,
which (almost) all modern
RDBMS have optimized.

SQL query using full outer join
Most likely best for some cases. Mostly
depending on portability issues, this solution performs in the range “best” (e.g.
expected for Oracle 11g) to “weak” (e.g.
DB2 v9).
Depends on ‘full outer join’, which only
some modern RDBMS have optimized.

Table A.1: Summary of performance pattern: Compare tables

Appendix B

Performance Pattern: Dependency
Graph for Relational Data
B.1

Problem

Goal
The goal is to determine which units of data are syncable from one dataset to another.
Situation
Both datasets are stored as rows in similar-schemed relational tables. Within a dataset,
foreign key references between the data can exist which must be kept valid after
synchronization.
No changes to either dataset take place in the time between determining syncable
units of data and the synchronization itself.
Example
In QIS, designers can synchronize form definitions - which data is spread over multiple
tables - from a design database to a production database. To support this, the system
finds all changed form definitions and presents these to the designer. The designer
selects a subset from these form definitions for actual synchronization. The system
then synchronizes all corresponding rows plus dependent rows necessary to preserve
referential consistency.
In order to have knowledge of which rows are dependent, syncable units of data are
determined while finding all changed form definitions.

B.2

Solution

Description
This solution comprises two steps:
1. Rows that differ between both datasets are determined. These rows are stored
in temporary tables, called ‘delta tables’. For each pair of corresponding tables,
the Compare Tables performance pattern is used.
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2. For each foreign key from an original table to another one, a join is performed
between the corresponding delta tables that results in all their combinations of
rows that have foreign key references. (Thus, the condition tests on equality of
the foreign key values from the referencing table with the primary key values in
the target table.)
Within the delta tables, rows and references between them are translated into
‘dependencies’. Such a dependency indicates that a row must be synchronized
along in order to preserve referential consistency when synchronizing another
row.
For rows p and q that have a foreign key reference between them, a dependency
from p to q exists in the following cases:
• When p references q and both p and q are flagged as INSERTED.
• When p references q and p is flagged as UPDATED and q is flagged as
INSERTED.
• When q references p and both p and q are flagged as DELETED.
Information about dependencies is maintained in a directed graph, called the
‘dependency graph’. In the graph, nodes represent rows in delta tables, while
edges represent direct dependent relations between rows. For every insert in a
delta table, a node in the dependency graph can be created in parallel. Both
the row and node maintain pointers to each other.
Syncable units of data can be read from any node in the graph by traversing outbound
edges. All reachable nodes, including the starting node, make up a syncable unit of
data.
Consequences
• Performance The performance of determining the set of differences depends
on the used method for comparing. Performance of building the dependency
graph depends on the number of different rows, the join algorithm with which
references are found and the implementation of the graph itself.
• Storage space Besides the original datasets, the delta tables and the dependency
graph must be stored.
• Functionality Changes to the datasets after comparison are not reflected in
the dependency graph. When such changes happen, the syncable units of data
become outdated.

B.3

Relations

The Compare Tables performance pattern is used.
This solution makes use of graph theory. The dependency graph is a directed graph to
which search algorithms, like depth-first search, can be applied.
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